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WHAT HAS SEAFARERS' UNION 
OF RUSSIA TO DO WITH EVERYTHING?

During prolonged voyages, seafarers working on ships under foreign 
and Russian flags often talk about the Union, its functions, and how 
it relates to their needs. There are times when their discussion in this 
regard gets heated to the point of them holding a meeting that would 
answer the questions they have about the Union. These meetings some-
times result in the decision of the seafarers to leave the Union and to 
stop paying their Union dues. Next they notify their employer, the ship-
ping company, of their decision to quit the Union. However, to the sea-
farers' surprise, their employer explains to them that it has a Collective 
Bargaining Agreement with the Seafarers' Union of Russia that requires 
payment of their Union dues to the Union as the employer's respon-
sibility. Moreover, it becomes known that according to the text of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement, the employer will not hire seafarers 
who are not members of the Union and are not covered by the Col-
lective Bargaining Agreement. The individual Contract of the seafarer 
also states that seafarers are covered by the terms and conditions of the 
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Collective Bargaining Agreement of International Transport Workers' 
Federation (ITF) and the employer will deduct Union dues from sea-
farers' wages to remit them to the Union which they signed the above 
agreement with. 

So why then the situation arises that once the seafarer is hired onboard 
of the ship, he completely forgets about his responsibilities to follow 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement and has no idea what the Union 
is all about? First and foremost, seafarers, being hired by the crewing 
company, most likely do not read their Individual Contract when they 
sign it or they do not make an effort to understand what it says. The 
Crewing company, on their part, should present the seafarer with the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement that it has with the Seafarers' Union 
of Russia. Having read the Agreement, the seafarer has a choice to refuse 
to be hired by this crewing company if he does not agree with the terms 
and conditions of the Agreement. If this does not take place then the 
seafarer gets hired by the crewing company, gets placed on board of a 
ship, and begins his work. The employer (shipping company) explains 
to the seafarer that the seafarer has been hired on board voluntarily and 
was introduced to all of the terms and conditions of his work prior to 
being hired onboard of the ship. Usually, the situation is resolved as a 
result of this explanation. Some seafarers, who disagree with employer's 
explanation, sue their employer for their withheld Union dues after 
they have finished their work onboard and returned home. The office 
of Public Transport prosecutor asks the seafarer to present them with 
his Individual Contract. When the Transport prosecutor reads to the 
seafarer the contract he signed, it becomes clear that seafarer has been 
presented with the terms and conditions when he was hired to work for 
this company since he put his name and signature on his Contract. The 
Seafarer, once again, is warned to read his Individual Contract carefully 
before signing it and beginning to work for the company. 

Following multiple questions and concerns of Russian seafarers re-
garding their membership in the Union, Seafarers' Union of Rus-
sia asked Mr. Stephen Cotton, General Secretary of the International 
Transport Workers' Federation, to clarify the terms and conditions of 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement. Answering this question, Mr. Cot-
ton explained that according to the national legislature, seafarers must 
be members of their homeland's Union to be covered by the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement when hired to work on board of ships under the 
flags of convenience. 

Seafarers' Union of Russia is a national union of Russia and has been 
affiliated with the ITF since 1993. Therefore, all Russian seafarers, when 

hired to work for the shipping company which has a Collective Bargain-
ing Agreement with the ITF, must be members of the Union. This is a 
requirement by the ITF. In the United States, for example, there is a fed-
eral law that does not allow seafarers to work on board of ships if they 
are not members of the national Union.

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) had a number of large 
shipping companies like Baltic, Black Sea, Far Eastern, Kamchatka and 
others till the middle of 1990. Each of these shipping companies had 
union committees of onshore and offshore personnel which had collec-
tive agreements with employers regarding the work of seafarers. All sea-
farers, without exception, were members of the union and paid union 
dues. Not one of the seafarers ever wondered why they needed a union. 
When hired to work for the shipping company, the seafarer would be-
come a member of the union committee and would be acquainted with 
the terms and conditions of the collective agreement within that com-
pany. If the seafarer did not agree with the terms and conditions of the 
shipping company's collective agreement, he would not be hired. When 
the Soviet Union collapsed, certain shipping companies ceased to ex-
ist or split into many private shipping companies where there were no 
union committees. The labor market was filled with a large number of 
Russian seafarers looking for work on board of vessels of foreign ship-
ping companies. Russian seafarers, working on board of these vessels 
without the Collective Bargaining Agreement, did not receive proper 
wages and were not covered by the insurance in case of any accidents. 
Seafarers had no idea what laws are in effect on board of a ship under 
the flag of Mongolia or Honduras and where to go when something 
happens. Catastrophes that often occurred with the ships under the 
flags of convenience proved that seafarers, working on these vessels, 
had no rights at all. 

In the beginning of 1994, Seafarers' Union of Russia (SUR) has al-
ready become affiliated with the International Transport Workers' Fed-
eration and had a right to sign Collective Bargaining Agreements on 
behalf of ITF. The delegation of Seafarers' Union of Russia for the first 
time took part in the 37th Congress of ITF that was held in Geneva in 
August of same year. It was in the same year when over two thousand 
of Russian seafarers, working for Adriatic Tankers Shipping Company 
in Greece, found themselves abandoned in the foreign ports as a result 
of the bankruptcy of the Greek shipping company. This situation led 
Russian seafarers to realize for the first time how much they need to 
be united into the strong and mighty union in order to protect their 
rights. Seafarers in distress kept contacting Seafarers Union of Russia 
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asking for help from many ports all over the world. SUR, being empow-
ered by International Transport Workers' Federation, had immediately 
taken actions to help Russian seafarers in need. For the period of 1994 
to 1995, Seafarers Union of Russia was able to recover and pay seafarers 
their outstanding wages in the total amount of more than five million 
United States dollars. Due to effective measures taken by SUR in July 
and August of 1995, more than 300 Russian seafarers were repatriated 
from Budapest to Russia, where they were waiting for their wages and to 
return home for the period over six months. 

In the beginning of 1995, Russian ship owners, seeing the strong po-
sition of the Seafarers Union of Russia and its independence from em-
ployers, have made an attempt to create their own “pocket” unions. The 
ship owners financed the establishment of a number of «pocket» unions 
in the Baltic, Black Sea and Far Eastern regions of Russia. The seafar-
ers were threatened to be fired by the ship owners if they didn't switch 
their membership to become members of “pocket” unions. Attempts by 
the shipowners of Russia, representing themselves as Union of Rus-
sian shipowners, to unite these unions and sign a Collective Bargaining 
Agreement with them, all failed. The International Transport Workers' 
Federation did not recognize these unions and did not approve of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement signed by them. This has resulted in 
the arrest and detention of ships under the flags of convenience, oper-
ated by Russian ship owners with Russian seafarers on board in for-
eign ports. International freight companies refused to collaborate with 
ship owners who did not have a Collective Bargaining Agreement with 
the ITF. As an example, leadership of the PRISCO shipping company 
declined to sign a Collective Bargaining Agreement with the Seafarers 
Union of Russia for more than three years while cooperating with a 
“pocket” union “Zaschita”. Finally, they did sign a much needed Collec-
tive Bargaining Agreement with the ITF after the ITF declared a boycott 
of them. 

We often hear seafarers ask questions about the purpose of the Union, 
its functions and aims. The main aims of the Union are:

1. To ensure good working conditions from the very beginning of the 
seafarer's employment.

2. To provide consultation and information services at the start of the 
seafarer's employment.

3. To represent the rights of a seafarer and provide support in case of 
a labor related dispute during his work or vacation time.

4. To solve any issues that might arise between the seafarer and the 
crewing agent.

5. To offer political representation, for example, the lobbying of gov-
ernments with a purpose of a better recognition of international mari-
time conventions and the liquidation of “black lists”.

The main goal of the union is to sign a Collective Bargaining 
Agreement with the employer of the shipping company to ensure 
proper wages for a seafarer on a regular basis, insurance from all 
kinds of accidents, and opportunity for a seafarer or his/her child 
to spend time in a health resort or vacation camp accordingly. 

Many seafarers continue to believe that the union must distribute and 
pay for packages for children's vacation camps, sanatoriums, organize 
children's New Year parties, buy and distribute holiday presents and 
pay for seafarers' medical services. The union simply does not have this 
kind of means. It is important to note that union dues, paid by seafar-
ers, have never been used to pay for vacation packages and any medical 
treatment of seafarers to cover their sick time. These expenses were cov-
ered by a social security fund of the organization which created it and 
transferred 5.7 percent of the organization's amount of earnings of all 
of its employees to this Fund. Money from this fund was only allowed 
upon the obtaining of signatures of the organization's head and chair-
man of the union. The organization's union committees were entrusted 
with the distribution of paid vacation camp packages. It was also the re-
sponsibility of the organization to cover all of the expenses to maintain 
the union committee and its employees. The union committee was given 
space that was free of charge with paid communication services and free 
transportation.

Shipping Companies who use flags of convenience do not create such 
funds, that is to say they do not pay anything into the social security 
fund. They also do not pay anything to maintain the union committee. 
The union committee has to use part of the union dues to buy prem-
ises, pay for communication services, and for transportation. Another 
important issue is to pay the salary of union employees (which also gets 
taken out of union dues). Any union, whether it be in Russia or in any 
other country, is highly regarded if it is strong and independent from 
the employer and is able to solve problems of its union members by not 
just talking the talk but by walking the walk. The seafarer must realize 
that having returned home after working on a ship under the flag of 
convenience and having not received any wages, the only help he can 
get is from national union and no one else. When seafarers file a com-
plaint to the office of the Public Transport prosecutor or Russian courts, 
they are told to appeal to the government of the country of the flag of 
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convenience their ship was under. It is essential for a seafarer to come 
to the union before he/she applies for a job with an unknown crewing 
company and gets hired on board to one of the ships under the flags of 
convenience. The Seafarers' Union of Russia does research crewing com-
panies and has a list of the ones that have been licensed and approved 
to pursue this kind of business. The seafarer must ask the crewing com-
pany whether the ship owner has a Collective Bargaining Agreement 
with the Seafarers' Union of Russia or not. It is a Collective Bargaining 
Agreement that ensures that all terms and conditions of the seafarer's 
work on board of a ship under the flag of convenience, will be fulfilled. 
Always carry with you the contact information of the Seafarers' Union 
of Russia and ITF Inspectors in case of unforeseen circumstances. 

Every seafarer must clearly understand what the flags of convenience are 
before he/she gets hired on board of the ships flying one of these flags. 

Introduction
This book was written to explain the purpose and functions of Inter-

national Transport Workers’ Federation and Seafarers’ Union of Russia. 
The main aim of the union is to defend the legal interests and rights of 
the seafarers’ working on board of ships under the flags of convenience 
including Russian flags. To achieve this aim, we need to, first of all, state 
what are the rights of the seafarers working on board of the above men-
tioned ships and how they can be protected.

International legal rights of the seafarers, working on board of ships 
under the flags of convenience, have been a subject of public concern for 
over 50 years. The International Transport Workers’ Federation, Inter-
national Labor Organization, and International Maritime Organization 
have been working for many years to improve the labor conditions of the 
seafarers working on ships under the flags of convenience. 

The matter of international legal rights of seafarers working on ships 
under the flags of convenience is of great importance due to the fact that 
the number of ships being registered under the flags of convenience is 
steadily increasing while the working conditions of seafarers have not 
been improved but are getting worse.

The main purpose of this book is to analyze the legal framework regard-
ing issues pertaining to the protection of the rights of seafarers working 
on board of ships under the flags of convenience to identify possible gaps 
in the Maritime Law of Russia and to develop, clarify, and make sugges-
tions to eliminate these gaps. 

To achieve this goal, efforts were made to solve the following problems:
– to conduct analysis to determine the origin of flags of convenience;
– to examine the international legal situation of the seafarers working 

on ships under the flags of convenience;
– to study and understand the international and Russian legislature 

where it pertains to seafarers working on ships under the flags of conve-
nience.

This book offers information regarding the existing Conventions of In-
ternational Labour Organization (there are more than 60 Conventions 
regarding seafarers), including the recently adopted Maritime Labor Con-
vention. Seafarers were awaiting the adoption of the Maritime Labour 
Convention of 2006 with great anticipation. It was finally established by 
the International Labour Organization in Geneva’s headquarters in Feb-
ruary of 2006. The Maritime Labour Convention contains over one hun-
dred pages on maritime law and labor. It embodies all up to date standards 
of the existing 31 international Maritime Labour Conventions regarding 
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seafarers’ work on vessels at sea. Representatives of the Seafarers’ Union 
of Russia, along with Russian government officials and ship-owners took 
an active part in the development and establishment of this Convention. 
The Maritime Labour Convention entered into force on August 20, 2013 
in the Russian Federation. 

The author of this book believes that it is necessary to look at all docu-
ments pertaining to work of seafarers on ships under the flags of conve-
nience. Here you will find passages of the Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment approved by the International Transport Workers’ Federation, as 
well as texts from Conventions and excerpts of legislation from the coun-
tries where seafarers work on ships under the flags of convenience. 

Chapter 1

FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE

Most of the seafarers these days work on ships flying so called “flags of 
convenience”. In order to know the international legal rights of seafarers 
working on these ships, one must understand what these ships are and 
what laws they use to defend the rights of seafarers, as well as how seafar-
ers can protect themselves from dishonest ship owners.

To understand the purpose and meaning of flags of convenience, it is 
important to use the correct terminology in the framework of maritime 
law. The most basic component of maritime law is the definition of a ves-
sel. 

Under Maritime Law a vessel has been described as a watercraft or other 
artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a means of trans-
portation by water or under water (in the depth of water). A watercraft 
can only be identified as a vessel if it has a number of legal characteristics 
and attributes present. They are the name of the ship and it’s registration 
number. 

Ship registration is the process by which a ship is documented and given 
the nationality of the country to which the ship has been documented. 
The country of registration is a ship’s flag state and it determines its na-
tionality, as well as which country’s laws govern its operation and rights 
of sailing. A ship is subject to the laws of its flag state which differ from 
country to country. The flag state must establish a registry of ships flying 
its flag that includes the ship’s name, port of registration, its former name 
and registration number, international code of signals, place and year 
where the ship was built, name of the company that constructed it, and a 
description of administrative, technical and social matters of the ship. A 
ship is allowed to sail only under one flag, therefore the flag state must 
ensure that the ship’s previous registration number has been annulled 
and the current information about the ship has been entered in the ship’s 
log and bareboat registration.

A flag of convenience ship is one that flies the flag of a country other 
than the country of ownership. The number of ships that have been regis-
tered under the flags of convenience have reached record number, that is 
half of all of the world’s merchant ships. 

The International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) maintains a list 
of registries it considers to be flags of convenience (FOC) registries. In 
developing the list, the ITF considers “ability and willingness of the flag 
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state to enforce international minimum social standards on its vessels,” 
(including basic human rights, unions’ rights and freedoms of association 
and ITF affiliated unions’ right to sign Collective Bargaining Agreements), 
as well as the “degree of ratification and enforcement of ILO Conven-
tions and Recommendations” and “the safety and environmental record” 
(which are determined by evidence of ratification and implementation of 
the Conventions of International Maritime Organization (IMO), identi-
fied defects, ships detentions and outcome of port inspections).

The ITF believes that there must be a “genuine link” between the real 
ship owner and the flag of the ship in accordance with the Convention on 
Maritime Law of the United Nations Organization. This so called “genuine 
link” is missing when it comes to the ships flying the flags of convenience. 
The reasons ship owners choose to use open register are varied and in-
clude low registration fees, low taxes to no taxes at all, and the ability 
to hire crews from lower-wage countries. Open registries have hardly any 
standards for safety and training and have no regulations regarding hir-
ing multiple nationalities. Seafarers speak different languages and are not 
able to communicate effectively with each other. The vast majority of the 
collisions that occur at sea annually may lead to a complete loss of a vessel 
due to the inability of seafarers to overcome the language barrier. At times 
these registries are governed by an outside country, for example Liberia.

All paperwork is done by one private company in the United States, 
but officials of the Cambodian register are located in Singapore. As soon 

as the ship gets registered under the flag of convenience, the ship owner 
hires the cheapest labor he can find, pays minimum wages, and saves his 
expenditures by providing seafarers with the lowest standards of living 
and working onboard of the ship.

Seafarers, working on ships under the flags of convenience are denied 
basic human rights and even unions since flag of convenience registries 
do not guarantee minimum social standards. If these standards would 
have been followed, these ship owners would have lost their interest to 
pursue open registries. 

The International Transport Workers’ Federation has been campaigning 
against flags of convenience over the last fifty years and has established a 
network of ITF Inspectors to investigate matters pertaining to ships under 
the flags of convenience. ITF Inspectors’ reports show a number of issues 
with seafarers being taken advantage of and being used as a cheap labor, 
living in a poor conditions, and working long hours without proper rest 
which result in stress and fatigue. They also say that these ships have low 
safety standards and no construction requirements and that no proper 
training is given to seafarers who have to rely on themselves and charity.

Since flags of convenience ships do not enforce safety standards, these 
vessels are much older than the average age of the world’s fleet. Thou-
sands of seafarers suffer poor working conditions that threaten their lives 
on these vessels. Many flags of convenience ships, detained by port au-
thorities, are so old and in such conditions that they should not have been 
operating at sea in the first place. It is of no coincidence that seafarers call 
these vessels “sailing coffins”.

Accidents that occur among the flags of convenience ships happen more 
often than on regular ships. Just eight flags of convenience registries 
mount to a total of 46% of all losses in terms of deadweight tonnage. The 
top ten ship registries where losses of deadweight tonnage are the high-
est in percentage relative to all the world’s fleet are five registries of flags 
of convenience ships: Cambodia (#1), Saint Vincent ( #5), Antigua (#8), 
Cyprus (#9) and Belize (#10). However, it is not only the condition of the 
vessels that leads to such a high percentage of loss. The representatives of 
shipping companies admit that 80% of accidents at sea are the result of 
human error. It is in no way surprising due to the fact that crews receive 
low wages, work overtime and do not get adequate rest. Ship owners may 
choose not to provide their hires with safety training and employ people 
who are not able to communicate with each other due to a language barri-
er. Check-ups of ships done by ITF Inspectors and Port Authorities reveal 
that many seafarers do not get adequate nutrition and clean drinking wa-
ter. Many times there is not enough food supply or it is expired. Poor safety 
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conditions and untrustworthy vessels make the maritime profession one 
of the most dangerous. Reports show over two thousand deaths that occur 
at sea. Accidents happen too often. The system of flags of convenience aids 
ship owners to avoid their responsibilities. 

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) of 
1982 requires a genuine link between a State and ships flying its flag. A 
genuine link between a ship and country where this ship is registered 
means that such registration is not only formal, but the ship operates 
under the laws of its flag state, follows its jurisdiction and oversees con-
trol over the ship. Based on the United Nations Convention on Condi-
tions for Registration of Ships of 1986, there is certain criteria of genu-
ine link. Firstly, its participation by the State or its nationals as owners 
of ships flying its flag or in the ownership of such ships. Secondly, a 
State of registration shall observe the principle that a satisfactory part 
of the complement consisting of officers and crew of ships flying its flag 
be nationals or persons domiciled or lawfully in permanent residence 
in that State. Thirdly, the flag State will exercise effectively its jurisdic-
tion and control over ships flying its flag. According to article 10 of the 
UN Convention on Conditions for Registration of Ships, “The State of 
registration, before entering a ship in its register of ships, shall ensure 
that the shipowning company or a subsidiary shipowning company is 
established and/or has its principal place of business within its terri-
tory in accordance with its laws and regulations.” Fourthly, such regis-
ter will include the name, address, and the nationality of the owner or 
of each of the owners which is mandatory, as per article 11 of the above 
mentioned Convention. 

A list of main countries offering flags of convenience include Panama, 
Liberia, Bahamas, Malta, Cyprus, Marshall Islands, St. Vincent, Antigua & 
Barbuda, Cayman Islands, Mongolia and many others. 

The phenomenon of Flags of Convenience goes back to the time of 
World War I when Panama and later Honduras adopted laws on the reg-
istration of foreign merchant ships under the flags of convenience that 
allowed shipowners to avoid competition with shipowners operating the 
State’s flag ships. By registering the ships under the Flags of convenience, 
shipowners were able to simplify and often intentionally lower the stan-
dards on labor and taxation.

Thus, the first edition of the Maritime Law of Liberia, which draft was 
brought from Monrovia to the United States of America, lacked all safety 
regulations on inspection and technical control of its flag state ships by 
the Liberian authorities. There was nothing mentioned in regard to the 
duration of working hours, yearly paid vacation, minimum wages or other 

working conditions of seafarers on board of these vessels. These among 
other conveniences became the main reasons for shipping companies to 
adopt the policies of open registries (Flags of Convenience) rather than to 
follow the State’s flags laws and regulations, especially in the post World 
War era. Active campaigning of unions and shipowners of developed coun-
tries against the policies of open registries (Flags of Convenience) were 
unsuccessful. Despite its firm position, the 1958 United Nations Geneva 
Conference on the Law of the Sea was only able to establish the principle 
that there must be a “genuine link” between the ship’s owners and its flag 
state. Requirements and criteria for establishing the “genuine link” were 
left for the consideration by its flag state.

The flag state has certain duties in regard to operation of its ships. This 
is common law practice since the flag state is responsible for its own ves-
sels. Based on flag state sovereignty, the flag state of a merchant vessel is 
the jurisdiction under whose laws the vessel is registered or licensed and 
is deemed the nationality of the vessel.

The main reasons for choosing to use flags of convenience in merchant 
marine practice are the following:

Each flag state is free to determine conditions that offer nationality to 
the merchant vessels. 

The increase of offers of tonnage by the flags of convenience ships leads 
to a decrease of freight rates on world’s market.

The sales of national registry is one of the most important sources to 
increase the flag state budget. For example, Panama’s annual income from 
their open registry averages around 40 million US dollars, Cyprus – 22 
million US dollars, Bahamas – 15 million US dollars, Malta – 6 million 
US dollars.

For shipowners in the countries with high taxes, registration of ships 
under the flag of convenience helps to avoid the paying of taxes since 
many countries with open registries do not have a tax system in place or 
their taxes are very low. They also hardly have any safety requirements for 
ships. For example, St. Vincent and the Grenadines is called a “garbage 
dump” of the world’s largest merchant fleet since many of the shipowners 
transfer their ships under this state’s flag before their sale in order to be 
demolished.

As it has already been mentioned, these ships have minimum social 
standards. These and many other reasons are the result of a “real war” 
launched by the International Transport Workers’ Federation against the 
flags of convenience. Shipowners of different sea harboring countries of-
ten prefer one over the other open registries. Thus, the Greek shipping 
companies highly favor the flag of Cyprus: 13% of all Greek tonnage is 
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registered under this flag. The vast majority of the Cyprus fleet, around 
60%, belongs to Greece. Japanese shipping companies choose the Panama 
flag, while American companies choose the flag of Liberia.

The main reason why Russian shipowners choose to use flags of con-
venience is a lack of a well established financial-credit system in the 
country, along with unreasonably high interest rates.

Shipowners are forced to 
renovate the existing fleet 
with the help of western 
creditors by mortgag-
ing their current vessels 
along with the ones they 
purchase.

Flags of convenience – 
are, in essence, cheap flags 
which attract shipown-
ers with more favorable 
conditions than their flag 
state offers which results 
in avoidance of their lo-
cal law codes and regula-
tions. This is especially 
true for shipowners from 
developed countries with 

high social standards and cost of living. Change of flag immediately re-
sults in an increase of income from ship’s operations and the use of fleet 
provides great advantage in tough competition in world’s freight markets. 
In South Korea, for example, when using the flag state registry, shipping 
companies are forced to pay 50 times more taxes and spend double the 
amount of money to maintain the expenses for the crew versus offshore 
ship registries. The number of open registries willing to register ships for 
any shipowner all over the world has drastically increased. There were 
four of them half a century ago, but now there are around 40 countries 
and territories that have been comprised as a list of countries using flags of 
convenience by the International Transport Workers’ Federation. Among 
these are tiny isles deprived of natural resources, but desiring to have a 
prosperous offshore business (some of them do not even have access to 
the sea). At the end of the 1980s, the list of flags of convenience coun-
tries comprised about 35% of world’s merchant fleet. During the period of 
1990-2015, the world’s merchant fleet of flags of convenience grew from 
225 to 442 millions of tons. 

In 2015, the number of ships registered under the flags of conve-
nience grew to 70% of all the word’s merchant fleet, including vessels 
up to 1000 registered tons or more. The percentage is especially high for 
bulkers (69%), tankers (62%), container carriers (64%) and less for pas-
senger and other types of vessels. Russia, together with other maritime 
countries, has become a large consumer of open registries. According 
to Western polls, about 350 ships that belong to Russian ship owners 
fly the flags of convenience of Liberia, Malta and Cyprus. Over 60% of 
deadweight tonnage is registered in Liberia. Russian ship owners take 
fifth place in using the Liberian registry, fourth place in Maltese regis-
try and third place in Cypriot registry. As of today, approximately 53% 
– 58% of the merchant fleet owned by Russian ship owners is under 
foreign flags. The flag of convenience system is not consistent. Only 
some of them offer more or less adequate standards for safety and re-
quirements. Research completed by Great Britain in 2003 regarding the 
current state of affairs of ship registries was turned into 600 pages of 
Flag State Audit report. In the result of this massive project, with the 
help of International Transport Workers’ Federation, all registries were 
classified by 4 categories based on the effectiveness of standards and 
requirements by their flag state. Cambodia and St. Vincent were placed 
in the lowest category. There are about 40 Russian owned vessels that 
fly the Cambodian flag . Most of them are not covered by the ITF Col-
lective Bargaining Agreement. Cambodian registry is based in Singapore 
and has been especially popular since 1995 as an open registry which is 
included in the “black list” of Paris MOU as a high risk flag. The Inter-
national Transport Workers’ Federation calls the Cambodia register a 
“dump of rusted boats”.

Flags of convenience produced a number of serious problems, includ-
ing a large number of substandard vessels at sea (these are the ships 
that do not meet safety requirements as per international conventions) 
which jeopardize maritime and environmental safety. Over 18,000 of 
the flags of convenience ships transport hundreds of millions of tons of 
dangerous goods annually all over the world. The International Trans-
port Workers’ Federation has been tirelessly exposing social disasters 
and consequences of the flags of convenience system. “As soon as the 
ship gets registered under the flag of convenience, the owner hires the 
cheapest labor he can find, pays minimum wages, and reduces his ex-
penses by decreasing and worsening the quality of life of the crew mem-
bers”, as concluded by the ITF. The flag of convenience system helps to 
escape responsibility, hides amounts of real income and investments, 
avoids paying taxes, and avoids following the law.

Meeting with Japanese ITF Coordinator Fusao 
Ohori in Jakarta
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There are many known cases when ships are registered in open register 
with fake documentation and false certificates. Lack of transparency in 
the flags of convenience system leaves room for international criminal 
activity and terrorism. There is no genuine link between the state and 
ship owner representing it in FOC. 

In the beginning of January 2015, official data was received from the 
administration of Federal migration service on Primorsky region. The 
number of seafarers from Primorsky region, working onboard of foreign 
flagged ships in 2014, has dropped by 10% compared to data from 2013. 
This data shows that there were 9,300 of Primorsky region citizens who 
left for work abroad in 2014, which is 10% less than in 2013. Most of 
these citizens (98.8%) worked onboard of foreign flagged vessels and one 
out of six was hired to work in the capacity of sailor, skipper, boatswain, 
engineer; and of those 58% had contracts for up to six months. Almost 
half of these (49%) who left to work abroad had a higher professional 
education and only 39% had any vocational training. The large percent-
age of this group was made by males ages 40 to 49 years old. Based on 
information from Primorskstat, most popular flags are as follows: Cy-
prus (20%), Marshall Islands (13%), Netherlands (11%), Cambodia (9%), 
Japan, Greece, Panama, Cayman Islands (4% to 6%). The Netherlands 
attracted a total workforce of 1,100 though there were only six people 
from Primorsky region in 2013, Greece – 574 ( 4 from Primorsky region 
in 2013), Japan – 522 (64), Korea -159 (27), Germany – 139 (18). There 
were 497 citizens of Primorsky region working onboard of ships under 
the Cayman Islands flag in 2013, though there were none of them at the 

same place in the previous two years. The Marshall Islands flag of con-
venience attracted 1,200 of workers (810 in 2013). As noted by Primor-
skstat, such countries as Vietnam, Butan, Mongolia and Serbia did not 
have anyone from Primorsky region working for them. Previously, the 
numbers fluctuated between 100 to 200 people. The number of seafar-
ers working onboard Maltese flag of convenience ships has greatly gone 
down – 205 persons versus 3,000 in 2013; Cyprus – 1,800 versus 2,300 
people. 

FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE COUNTRIES

The following countries have been declared FOCs by the ITF’s fair prac-
tices committee (a joint committee of ITF seafarers’ and dockers’ unions), 
which runs the ITF campaign against FOCs:

• Antigua and Barbuda
• Bahamas
• Barbados
• Belize
• Bermuda (UK)
• Bolivia
• Cambodia
• Cayman Islands
• Comoros
• Cyprus
• Equatorial Guinea
• Faroe Islands (FAS)
• French International Ship Register (FIS)
• German International Ship Register (GIS)
• Georgia
• Gibraltar (UK)
• Honduras
• Togo  

• Jamaica
• Lebanon
• Liberia
• Malta
• Madeira
• Marshall Islands (USA)
• Mauritius
• Moldova
• Mongolia
• Myanmar
• Netherlands Antilles
• North Korea
• Panama
• Sao Tome and Príncipe
• St Vincent
• Sri Lanka
• Tonga
• Vanuatu
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NAME          ROLE  COUNTRY PORT OFFICE PHONE          MOBILE PHONE  E-MAIL
Hassen Mellis          Inspector   Algeria  Algiers  +213 21 65 31 87   mellis_hassen@itf.org.uk
Roberto Jorge Alarcón        Coordinator  Argentina  Rosario  +54 341 425 6695      +54 9 11 4414 5687  alarcon_roberto@itf.org.uk
Dean Summers         Coordinator  Australia  Sydney  +61 2 9267 9134        +61 419 934 648  summers_dean@itf.org.uk
Matt Purcell          Assistant Coordinator  Australia  Melbourne  +61 3 9329 5477        +61 418 387 966  purcell_matt@itf.org.uk
Keith McCorriston          Inspector   Australia  Fremantle  +61 8 9335 0500        +61 422 014 861  mccorriston_keith@itf.org.uk
Sarah Maguire          Inspector   Australia  Gladstone           +61 434525416  maguire_sarah@itf.org.uk
Christian Roos          Inspector   Belgium  Zeebrugge  +32 2 549 11 03         +32 486 123 890  roos_christian@itf.org.uk
Marc Van-Noten          Inspector   Belgium  Antwerp  +32 3 224 3419          +32 475 775700  van-noten_marc@itf.org.uk
Rino Huijsmans          Inspector   Belgium  Antwerp  +32 3 224 3414          +32 473 97 31 95  huijsmans_rino@itf.org.uk
Ali Zini          Inspector   Brazil  Paranagua  +55 41 34220703       +55 41 99998 0008  zini_ali@itf.org.uk
Renialdo de Freitas     Inspector   Brazil  Santos  +55 13 3232 2373      +55 13 99761 0611  defreitas_renialdo@itf.org.uk
Vladimir Miladinov     Inspector   Bulgaria  Varna  +359 2 931 5124        +359 887 888 921  miladinov_vladimir@itf.org.uk
Peter Lahay          Coordinator  Canada  Vancouver  +1 604 251 7174        +1 604 418 0345  lahay_peter@itf.org.uk
Karl Risser          Inspector   Canada  Halifax  +1 902 455 9327        +1 902 237 4403  risser_karl@itf.org.uk
Nathan Smith          Inspector   Canada  Vancouver  +1 604 251 7174        +1 604 791 5216  Smith_Nathan@itf.org.uk
Vincent Giannopoulos    Inspector   Canada  Montreal  +1 514 931 7859        +1 514 970 4201  giannopoulos_vincent@itf.org.uk
Juan Villalon Jones     Inspector   Chile  Valparaiso  +56 32 2217727         +56 99 2509565  villalon_juan@itf.org.uk
Miguel Sanchez           Inspector   Colombia  Barranquilla  +57 310 657 3399      +57 310 657 3399  sanchez_miguel@itf.org.uk
Romano Peric           Coordinator  Croatia  Dubrovnik/Ploce  +385 20 418 992        +385 99 266 2885  peric_romano@itf.org.uk
Milko Kronja           Inspector     Croatia  Sibenik  +385 22 200 320        +385 98 336 590  kronja_milko@itf.org.uk
Morten Bach           Inspector   Denmark  Copenhagen  +45 88920355          +45 21649562  bach_morten@itf.org.uk
Peter Hansen           Inspector   Denmark  Copenhagen  +45(0)36 36 55 85      +45 30582456  hansen_peter@itf.org.uk
Jaanus Kuiv           Inspector   Estonia  Tallinn           +372 52 37 907  Kuiv_Jaanus@itf.org.uk
Kenneth Bengts           Coordinator  Finland  Helsinki  +358 9 615 20 258     +358 40 455 1229  bengts_kenneth@itf.org.uk
Jan Örn           Assistant Coordinator  Finland  Turku  +358 9 613 110          +358 40 523 33 86  orn_jan@itf.org.uk
Heikki Karla           Inspector   Finland  Helsinki           +358 50 4356 094  karla_heikki@itf.org.uk
lIpo Minkkinen           Inspector   Finland  Helsinki           +358 40 7286932  minkkinen_ilpo@itf.org.uk
Pascal Pouille           Coordinator  France  Dunkirk  +33 3 28 21 32 89      +33 3 80 23 95 86  pouille_pascal@itf.org.uk
Corine Archambaud     Inspector   France  Le Havre  +33 232728295          +33 685522767  archambaud_corine@itf.org.uk
Geoffroy Lamade         Inspector   France  St Nazaire  +33 2 40 22 54 62      +33 660 30 12 70  lamade_geoffroy@itf.org.uk
Laure Tallonneau         Inspector   France  Brest  +33 2 98 85 21 65      +33 6 85 65 52 98  tallonneau_laure@itf.org.uk
Yves Reynaud              Inspector   France  Marseille  +33 4 915 499 37      +33 6 07 68 16 34  reynaud_yves@itf.org.uk
Merab Chijavadze        Inspector   Georgia  Batumi  +995 422 270177      +995 5 93 261303  chijavadze_merab@itf.org.uk
Sven Hemme           Coordinator  Germany  Bremerhaven  +49 471 92189209    +49 151 27037384  hemme_sven@itf.org.uk
Susan Linderkamp       Assistant Coordinator  Germany  Bremen  +49 421 330 33 33    +49 1511 2 666 006  linderkamp_susan@itf.org.uk
Hamani Amadou          Inspector   Germany  Rostock  +49 381 670 0046     +49 170 7603862  amadou_hamani@itf.org.uk
Karin Friedrich           Inspector   Germany  Hamburg  +49 40 2800 6812     +49 170 85 08 695  friedrich_karin@itf.org.uk
Catherine Haizel           Inspector   Ghana  Tema          +233(0) 266 457 793  haizel_catherine@itf.org.uk
Liam Wilson           Inspector   Great Britain  Scotland  +44 1224 210 118     +44 7539 171 323  wilson_liam@itf.org.uk
Paul Keenan           Inspector   Great Britain  North East  +44 20 8989 6677     +44 7710 073880  keenan_paul@itf.org.uk
Tommy Molloy           Inspector   Great Britain  North West  +44 151 639 8454     +44 776 418 2768  molloy_tommy@itf.org.uk
Stamatis Kourakos       Coordinator  Greece  Piraeus  +30 210 411 6610/6604   +30 6 9 77 99 3709  kourakos_stamatis@itf.org.uk
Costas Halas           Inspector   Greece  Piraeus  +30 210 411 6610/6604   +30 6944 297 565  halas_costas@itf.org.uk
Nikolaos Chalas           Inspector   Greece  Piraeus  +30 210 411 6610     +30 69420 35 881  Chalas_Nikos@itf.org.uk
Jason Lam Wai Hong     Inspector   Hong Kong  China  +852 2541 8133        +852 9735 3579  lam_jason@itf.org.uk
Jónas Gardarsson        Inspector   Iceland  Reykjavik  +354 551 1915         +354 892 79 22  gardarsson_jonas@itf.org.uk
B V Ratnam          Inspector    India  Visakhapatnam  +91 8912 502 695 / 8912 552 592 +91 9 8481 980 25  ratnam_bv@itf.org.uk
Chinmoy Roy           Inspector   India  Calcutta  +91 33 2439 1312     +91 98300 43094  roy_chinmoy@itf.org.uk
K Sreekumar           Inspector   India  Chennai  +91 44 2522 3539     +91 9381001311  kumar_sree@itf.org.uk
Louis Gomes          Inspector   India  Mumbai  +91 22 2261 8368     +91 8080556373  gomes_louis@itf.org.uk
Mukesh Vasu          Inspector   India  Kandla  +91 2836 226 581     +91 94272 67843  vasu_mukesh@itf.org.uk
Narayan Adhikary         Inspector   India  Haldia  +91 3224 252203      +91 9434517316  Adhikary_Narayan@itf.org.uk
Thomas Sebastian       Inspector   India  Kochi  +91 484 2666409      +91 98950 48607  sebastian_thomas@itf.org.uk
Ken Fleming           Coordinator  Ireland  Dublin  +353 1 85 86 317      +353 87 64 78636  fleming_ken@itf.org.uk
Michael Whelan          Inspector   Ireland  Dublin          +353 872501729  whelan_michael@itf.org.uk
Assaf Hadar           Inspector   Israel  Haifa  +972 4 8512231   hadar_assaf@itf.org.uk
Francesco Di Fiore      Coordinator  Italy  Genoa  +39 10 25 18 675      +39 33 1670 8367  difiore_francesco@itf.org.uk
Bruno Nazzarri           Inspector   Italy  Livorno  +39 (0) 586 072379   +39 335 612 9643  nazzarri_bruno@itf.org.uk
Francesco Saitta           Inspector   Italy  Palermo, Sicily  +39 91 321 745         +39 338 698 4978  saitta_francesco@itf.org.uk
Gianbattista Leoncini   Inspector   Italy  Taranto  +39 99 4707 555       +39 335 482 703  leoncini_gianbattista@itf.org.uk
Paolo Serretiello          Inspector   Italy  Naples  +39 81 265021          +39 335 482 706  serretiello_paolo@itf.org.uk
Paolo Siligato           Inspector   Italy  Trieste          +39 3484454343  siligato_paolo@itf.org.uk
Fusao Ohori           Coordinator  Japan  Tokyo  +81 (0)3 5410 8320   +81 (0)90 6949 5469  ohori_fusao@itf.org.uk

NAME          ROLE  COUNTRY PORT OFFICE PHONE          MOBILE PHONE  E-MAIL
Junya Ishino           Inspector   Japan  Nagoya  +81 52 655 5880       +81 90 5553 8193  ishino_junya@itf.org.uk
Shigeru Fujiki           Inspector   Japan  Chiba  +81 3 3735 0392       +81 90 9826 9411  fujiki_shigeru@itf.org.uk
Yoshihiro Toyomitsu    Inspector   Japan  Tokyo  +81(0)3 5410 8320    +81 90 5306 2494  toyomitsu_yoshihiro@itf.org.uk
Betty Makena Mutugi   Inspector   Kenya  Mombasa  +254 41 2230027      +254 721 425828  mutugi_betty@itf.org.uk
HK Kim           Coordinator  Korea  Pusan  +82 51 469 0294       +82 10 5441 1232  kim_hk@itf.org.uk
Bae Jung Ho           Inspector   Korea  Pusan  +82 51 463 4828       +82 10 3832 4628  bae_jh@itf.org.uk
Moon Hyeokjin           Inspector   Korea  Incheon  +82 32 881 9880       +82 10 4444 8436  hyeokjin_moon@itf.org.uk
Norbert Petrovskis       Inspector   Latvia  Riga  +371 677 09242        +371 292 25236  petrovskis_norbert@itf.org.uk
Andrey Chernov           Inspector   Lithuania  Klaipeda          +370 699 28198  chernov_andrey@itf.org.uk
Paul Falzon           Contact   Malta  Valletta  +356 79969670         +356 79969670  falzon_paul@itf.org.uk
Enrique Lozano Díaz   Inspector   Mexico  Veracruz  +52 229 932 1367     +52 1 229 161 0700  lozano_enrique@itf.org.uk
Jose Antonio Ramirez-Pelayo  Inspector   Mexico  Manzanillo  +52 (314) 688-2936  +52 (1) 314 172 8089  ramirez_jose@itf.org.uk
Tomislav Markolović   Contact   Montenegro  Bar  +382 30 315 105       +382 69 032 257  markolovic_tomislav@itf.org.uk
Hamid Rachik           Inspector   Morocco  Casablanca     rachik_hamid@itf.org.uk
Aswin Noordermeer     Inspector   Netherlands  Rotterdam          +31 6 53 337522  noordermeer_aswin@itf.org.uk
Debbie Klein           Inspector   Netherlands  Rotterdam          +31 6 53 182 734  klein_debbie@itf.org.uk
Gijs Mol           Inspector   Netherlands  Rotterdam          +31 622 89 08 77  mol_gijs@itf.org.uk
Koen Keehnen           Inspector   Netherlands  Rotterdam  +31 883680368         +31 624 336109  keehnen_koen@itf.org.uk
Grahame McLaren       Inspector   New Zealand  Wellington  +64 4 801 7613         +64 21 292 1782  mclaren_grahame@itf.org.uk
Angelica Gjestrum       Coordinator  Norway  Oslo  +47 22 82 58 24        +47 9 77 29 357  gjestrum_angelica@itf.org.uk
Truls M Vik Steder       Inspector   Norway  Porsgrunn  +47 35 54 82 40        +47 90 98 04 87  steder_truls@itf.org.uk
Yngve Lorentsen          Inspector   Norway  Tromso  +47 (0) 77 69 93 46   +47 41401222  lorentsen_yngve@itf.org.uk
Luis Carlos Fruto         Inspector   Panama  Cristobal/Balboa +507 315 1904         +507 6617 8525  fruto_luis@itf.org.uk
Joselito Pedaria           Inspector   Philippines  Cebu City  +63 32 256 16 72      +63 920 9700 168  pedaria_joselito@itf.org.uk
Rodrigo Aguinaldo      Inspector   Philippines  Manila  +63 2 536 8287         +63 917 8111 763  aguinaldo_rodrigo@itf.org.uk
Adam Mazurkiewicz    Coordinator  Poland  Szczecin  +48 91 4239707        +48 501 539329  mazurkiewicz_adam@itf.org.uk
Grzegorz Daleki           Inspector   Poland  Gdynia/Gdansk  +48 58 6616096        +48 514 430 374  daleki_grzegorz@itf.org.uk
João de Deus Gomes Pires    Inspector   Portugal  Lisbon  +351 21 391 8181     +351 91 936 4885  pires_joao@itf.org.uk
Jose A. Claudio Baez   Inspector   Puerto Rico  San Juan  +1(0)212 425 1200    +1 787 318 0229  baez_jose@itf.org.uk
Adrian Mihalcioiu        Inspector   Romania  Constantza  +40 241 618 587       +40 722 248 828  mihalcioiu_adrian@itf.org.uk
Sergey Fishov           Coordinator  Russia  St Petersburg  +7 812 718 6380       +7 911 096 9383 fishov_sergey@itf.org.uk
Kirill Pavlov           Inspector   Russia  St. Petersburg  +7 812 718 6380       +7 911 929 04 26  pavlov_kirill@itf.org.uk
Olga Ananina           Inspector   Russia  Novorossiysk  +7 8617 612556        +7 9887 621232  ananina_olga@itf.org.uk
Petr Osichansky           Inspector   Russia  Vladivostock  +7 4232 512 485       +7 914 790 6485  osichansky_petr@itf.org.uk
Vadim Mamontov        Inspector   Russia  Kaliningrad  +7 4012 656 840/475 +7 9062 38 68 58  mamontov_vadim@itf.org.uk
Daniel Tan           Contact   Singapore  Singapore  +65 63795666         +65 9616 5983  tan_daniel@itf.org.uk
Gwee Guo Duan           Contact   Singapore  Singapore  +65 6390 1611         +65 9823 4979  duan_gwee@itf.org.uk
Luz Baz           Coordinator  Spain  Vigo  +34 986 221 177       +34 660 682 164  baz_luz@itf.org.uk
Gonzalo Galan           Inspector   Spain  Las Palmas          +34 638809166  galan_gonzalo@itf.org.uk
Juan Garcia           Inspector   Spain  Valencia  +34 96 367 06 45      +34 628 565 184  garcia_juan@itf.org.uk
Marc Marti Gil           Inspector   Spain  Barcelona          +34 699 550 578  marti_marc@itf.org.uk
Mohamed Arrachedi    Inspector   Spain  Bilbao  +34 944 93 5659       +34 629 419 007  arrachedi_mohamed@itf.org.uk
Ranjan Perera           Inspector   Sri Lanka  Colombo  +94 112 583040        +94 77 314 7005  perera_ranjan@itf.org.uk
Annica Barning           Coordinator  Sweden  Malmo          +46 70 57 49 714  barning_annica@itf.org.uk
Fredrik Bradd           Assistant Coordinator  Sweden  Umea  +46 10 4803103        +46 761006445  bradd_fredrik@itf.org.uk
Göran Larsson           Inspector   Sweden  Gothenburg  +46 10 480 3114       +46 70 626 7788  larsson_goran@itf.org.uk
Haakan Andre           Inspector   Sweden  Norrkoping  +46 8 791 41 02        +46 70 574 2223  andre_hakan@itf.org.uk
Sanders Chang           Inspector   Taiwan, China  Taichung  +886 22515 0302      +886 921935040  chang_sanders@itf.org.uk
Tse-Ting Tu           Inspector   Taiwan, China  Kaoshiung  +886 7 5212380        +886 988513979  tu_tse-ting@itf.org.uk
Muzaffer Civelek          Inspector   Turkey  Istanbul          +90 535 663 3124 civelek_muzaffer@itf.org.uk
Nataliya Yefrimenko     Inspector   Ukraine  Odessa  +380 482 429 901     +380 50 336 6792  yefrimenko_nataliya@itf.org.uk
Dwayne Boudreaux     Coordinator  USA  Gulf Coast  + 1 504 581 3196      +1 504 442 1556  boudreaux_dwayne@itf.org.uk
Enrico Esopa           Coordinator  USA  East Coast  +1 201 434 6000 (ext 240) +1 201 417 2805  esopa_enrico@itf.org.uk
Jeff Engels          Coordinator  USA  West Coast          +1 206 331 2134 engels_jeff@itf.org.uk
Barbara Shipley           Inspector   USA  Baltimore/Norfolk  +1 757 622 1892       +1 202 412 8422  shipley_barbara@itf.org.uk
Corey Connor           Inspector   USA  Charleston          +1 843 469 5611  connor_corey@itf.org.uk
Martin D. Larson         Inspector   USA  Portland          +1 503 347 7775  larson_martin@itf.org.uk
Sam Levens           Inspector   USA  San Francisco  +1 415 775 0533       +1 415 490 8956  Levens_sam@itf.org.uk
Shwe Tun Aung           Inspector   USA  Houston  +1 713 659 5152       +1 713 447 0438  aung_shwe@itf.org.uk
Stefan Mueller-Dombois Inspector   USA  Los Angeles  +1 562 493 8714       +1 562 673 9786  mueller_stefan@itf.org.uk
Tony Sasso           Inspector   USA  Florida  +1 321 784 0686       +1 321 258 8217  sasso_tony@itf.org.uk
Michael Baker           Contact   USA  Cleveland  +1 216 781 7816       +1 440 667 5031  baker_michael@itf.org.uk

LIST OF ITF INSPECTORS LIST OF ITF INSPECTORS
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Antigua and Barbuda Bahamas Barbados

Cyprus Malta Marshall Islands (USA)

Belize Bermuda (Britain) Bolivia

Mauritius Moldova Mongolia

Cambodia Cayman islands Comoros

Myanmar North KoreaDutch Antilles

PICTURES OF FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE ON DISPLAY AS NATIONAL FLAGS 

German international ship 
registry

Georgia Gibraltar (United Kingdom)

Equatorial Guinea Faeroe islands French international ship 
registry

Honduras Jamaica Lebanon

Liberia Madeira Panama

Sao Tome and Principe St. Vincent Sri lanka

Tonga Vanuatu Togo
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Chapter 2

“SECOND” SHIP REGISTRIES

In the first chapter of this book, we looked at the definition of flags of 
convenience and described the conditions of seafarers, working onboard of 
these vessels. Seafarers of different nationalities work onboard of many flags 
of convenience ships. There are times when it is very difficult to define the 
rights of a seafarer onboard of these ships. The peculiarity of “second” ship 
registries is that they get to keep their national flag and offer significant tax 
relief to the shipowners. The rights of seafarers on these ships are defined by 
the laws of the flag’s state. Legally speaking, it is much easier to defend the 
rights of seafarers on such ships. This statement brings us to the necessity 
of knowing what are the “second” international registries, how they are cre-
ated, and what advantages seafarers have to protect their legal rights. 

In recent years, many sea countries have been actively involved in creating 
international ship registries in addition to regular national registries as an 
alternative to the flags of convenience. This is an attempt to find compro-
mise to keep national shipowners from transferring their ships to more eco-
nomically attractive open registers of flags’ of convenience countries. Sec-
ond registries allow to get back or keep more or less of a significant part of 
the national shipowners’ fleet in local jurisdiction, offering them operating 
costs that are competitive on the world’s market, especially in regard to taxa-
tion and manning of the crew. Transfer of ships to the international register 
usually means avoidance of income and corporate taxes, not paying fees to 
the Social Security Fund, as well as simplified standards of registration and 
the ability to hire an international crew. 

The initiative to establish new registers, also known as “second” or “par-
allel” registers, came as a result of quite massive transfers of merchant 
fleets in traditional sea countries in the 1980s to the flags of convenience. 
This was especially the case for Western Europe. In the light of the world 
economic crisis and continued flagging-out of ships, Norway became one 
of the first countries to establish an international ship registry in 1987. 
As a result of this action, most of the ships stayed under the national flag 
and the deadweight of the Norwegian fleet doubled in four years reaching 
55 million tons. This consequently led to an increase of the Norwegian 
budget. The main reason to establish “second” registries was to offset the 
global effect and preeminence of flags of convenience in the world’s ship-
ping industry. 

Today there are 177 different registries all over the world that govern 
around eighty thousand ships. Ship registries can be divided into three cat-
egories: national, second, and open. Each of these categories has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. “Second” registers were founded with the pur-
pose of keeping the merchant fleet from being transferred overseas. By being 
registered in the “second” registry, the ship flies its own national flag and 
follows the jurisdiction of its country, but its laws and taxation requirements 
are compatible with those that are offered by open or flags of convenience 
registries. All of these measures are meant to even out the competition on 
the world’s freight market, along with solving strategic goals of the country, 
and offering legal protection over shipping companies and seafarers. The 
systems of second registries have been adopted by the following countries: 
Norway, Denmark, Great Britain, Germany, France, Netherlands, Italy, 
Spain, Portugal, Japan and Turkey. Belgium has been using Luxembourg as 
a “second” registry for Belgium ships which were established at the end of 
1990s, while China uses Hong Kong registry. Establishment of new types of 
ship’s registries was a result of a compromise between the flag state and the 
private shipping company. Most of the countries which have the “second” 
international register highly esteem their capabilities. Among the most ef-
fective “second” international registers: Norwegian International Shipping 
Register, Danish International Shipping register and others. In Norway, the 
percentage of the total merchant fleet under the national flag comprises 
89% of tonnage registered in the “second” international register NIS. More-
over, the conditions offered by NIS have attracted around 60 large vessels of 
foreign shipowners. 
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International crew members onboard of ships registered in the “second” 
register are allowed to be paid different amounts of wages, depending on 
the cost of living in the country of a crew member. Pay rates are usually 
negotiated with the International Transport Workers’ Federation. Nor-
wegian and other ships’ registers follow the text of Collective Bargaining 
Agreements between seafarers’ unions of the flag state and the foreign 
state-supplier of seamen (Philippines, India, Poland, Russia, Indonesia, 
Pakistan etc.) regarding hiring conditions. The latter allows the shipowner 
to save money on manning his ship with seamen from countries with a low 
cost of living. 

In Portugal, the creation of the international “second” register in 1989 
was not only designed to prevent transfer of national ships overseas, but 
also to make its “second” register attractive for the European Union. 

Portuguese authorities aimed to make the International Shipping Reg-
ister of Madeira (MAR) united with the European ship register and they 
were successful in their pursuit. Besides national Portuguese ships, there 
are around 120 vessels registered in MAR owned by shipowners of other 
countries within the European Union.

The creation of the international “second” register in the Canary Islands 
in Spain allowed for a slow down to the loss of its national fleet to over-
seas registers. Moreover, because of amendments made into this register in 
1997, most of the vessels were returned under the Spanish flag. Nowadays, 
90% of ships flying the Spanish flag are registered in the international 
register and only 10% in the national one. 

For international ship registries to function effectively, there has to be a 
cheap labor force available on a global market. An excess of shipboard per-
sonnel allows hundreds of management and crewing companies to supply 
the needs of manning of multinational crews in the interests of all world’s 
market registration services. Active involvement of these companies re-
sulted in the creation and successful operation of a worldwide network of 
professional training of ship personnel. Despite significant differences in 
the regulations of existing international ship registries, there are some com-
monalities. These are the following: the opportunity to hire cheap foreign 
labor to man the ships; to decrease the number of crews, which is considered 
one of the most important factors in increasing the competition among the 
ship owners; there is none or little contribution made by shipowners to the 
Social Security funds on behalf of international crew members (retirement 
funds) and low rates of annual registration and tonnage fees. Shipowners of 
second ship register follow the requirements of Conventions of the Interna-
tional Labour Organization for the most part, however these are usually not 
being met by the flags of convenience ships.

Second ship register usually requires that a few crew members of officers’ per-
sonnel (from 2 to 4) be citizens of a flag state. However, there are exceptions: the 
captain can be of a foreign origin in the Netherlands, while a captain in Luxem-
bourg must be a citizen of one of the countries in the European Union. 

In most cases, there are limitations regarding the right of ownership which 
mean that ships must belong to the citizens of particular country. In “sec-
ond” registries of the European Union countries, the owner of the ship can 
be a citizen of one of the countries within the European Union. There are 
no restrictions whatsoever (except for the Luxembourg register) regarding 
the age of the ships.

To secure competition on the world’s market of registration services, in-
ternational “second” registers offer low taxes and declare no income for 
their services. Unlike flags of convenience, “second” registers are not set to 
achieve commercial goals but to sustain its self-sufficiency. Registration fees 
are determined by the amount needed to cover administrative operation 
costs of ships’ registration and staff’s maintenance. 

The most significant difference between international “second” regis-
ters and flags of convenience is that “second” register ships are not on the 
“black” list of countries which are under continuous surveillance by various 
maritime agencies.

International “second” registers were created as a result of long negotia-
tions with many officials, including representatives of shipping companies, 
banks, insurance agencies, freight carriers, trade unions, lobbyists, indepen-
dent experts, maritime community and media. As a matter of fact, profes-
sional seafarers’ unions tried to stop passing legislature regarding “second” 
registries. This was done in an attempt to prevent inevitable growth of un-
employment among national seafarers, as shipowners gained unlimited op-
portunities to hire foreign labor. Trade unions in France were able to ob-
tain victory in this matter, while German efforts failed and Brazilian trade 
unions did not have much resistance. Due to a conflict of interests of the 
many parties who were engaged in this process and an inability to find a 
common solution to each unique situation in every country, “second” reg-
isters were often ineffective in comparison with flags of convenience. Such 
examples can be found with “second” registers of France, Germany, and Ja-
pan. In particular, Japanese “second” register only had 39 ships in 1998 that 
belonged to Japanese shipowners. A possibility of fast growth and retention 
of the Japanese fleet appeared when the Parliament of Japan passed legisla-
tion in May 1998 that offered support to Japanese shipowners in cutting 
their ships’ operational costs.

Out of all existing “second” registers, Norway and Denmark are consid-
ered to be the most effective international registers in the world.
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RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL REGISTER

Russia followed examples of Norway, Denmark and other countries, 
when it adopted a Law regarding a “second” register to keep the Russian 
fleet from being transferred under the flags of convenience. 

Recent years’ survey showed that the number of merchant ships in 
large shipping companies flying the Russian flag has been reduced 
by double, as well as the amount of income and currency which both 
dropped twice or thrice, thus leading to a significant loss of tax income 
on all budget levels.

Russian shipowners choose to register their vessels in offshore zones 
for the following reasons:

1. Equal conditions while competing on the world’s freight market.
2. The chance to mortgage a ship in order to receive a loan from the 

foreign bank to build new ships.
3. The best tax treatment (same as flags of convenience), which gives 

opportunity to operate ships in the most cost-effective way and have the 
means for ships’ maintenance and repair. It is much more challenging 
to do the same for shipowners under the national flag. Let’s take cus-
toms clearance of five Arctic tankers as an example. These tankers were 
built after the same pattern like “Volgograd” in 1998-1999 for the joint 
stock company “Lukoil-Arctic-Tanker” in Germany for Russia. When 
registering a ship in a Russian port, the shipowner has to pay 10.7 mil-
lion dollars in customs and tax payments for each ship. In Germany this 
would cost one and a half times cheaper. 

One of the main reasons why Russian Shipping companies are in crisis 
is because of the extremely high taxes with a greater added-value. 

Current tax rates show that shipping companies in Russia cannot 
function cost effectively under these circumstances, thus forcing ship-
owners to register their fleet in the countries of flags of convenience 
where taxes are lower than in Eastern Europe.

The purpose of establishing the international “second” register in Russia 
is to create economic, legal, organizational and other necessary conditions 
to ensure that Russian and foreign ships will receive the same advantages 
that flags of convenience have. Russian “second” register will allow its na-
tional fleet to compete on the international world’s market which will re-
sult in more investments that will help it to grow. Moreover, it will create 
an environment favorable in meeting the following objectives: 

– establish sustainable average economic conditions comparable to 
the international freight market to should be to attract a newly built 
fleet under the Russian ship register;

– draw foreign vessels, operation of which requires the Russian flag 
(Arctic and fleet of countries that do not have access to the sea), to be 
registered in the Russian register;

– generate additional revenues to the state budget as a result of the 
ships’ registration fees and income taxes collected from crew members;

– use of a modern international financial mortgage system when 
building ships under the Russian flag;

– retain qualified maritime personnel and have additional vacancies 
available on ships.

In case of emergencies which present a real threat to the national se-
curity of the Russian Federation, ships registered in the Russian registry 
will be delivered by Russian shipowners to certain federal authorities of 
executive power within the country. 

The work of “second” register is being governed by basic principles 
which can be defined as requirements for ships’ registration. These are 
the following:

– ships, constructed either in Russian or foreign shipyards and owned 
by Russian citizens and legal persons, operating their business in accor-
dance with Russian Federation Law on primary registration;

– foreign vessels.
A ship can be registered in a “second” international register if there 

is a written consent from the mortgagee who has financial claims and 
other encumbrance of a ship.

According to existing tax base’s guidelines, a ship must not be re-registered 
in the Ships’ Registry if it has already been registered in other ship registries 
of the Russian Federation as per national Merchant Marine Code.

Positions of Captain, Chief Mate, and Radio Specialist on board of ships 
registered in the “second” register can only be filled by citizens of the 
Russian Federation. All of the rest of the positions can be taken by both 
Russian and foreign citizens, as well as persons without citizenship. 

The economic efficiency of the “second” international register is 
achieved by a reasonable level of registration and annual fees.

In consideration of rates of registration fees in the Russian “second” in-
ternational register, the following information was taken into account:

– the register must be able to compete with registries of flags of con-
venience countries and “second” registers;

– economic conditions must be equal or the same to the conditions 
of the countries where ships, owned by Russian shipowners, have been 
registered;

– a flag state should not bear the cost on creation and work of the 
Register, but receive additional income as a result of the Register.
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After determining ships’ registration fee rates, an estimate was made 
regarding the number of vessels that might be registered in the Russian 
“second” international register in the near future, potential amount of all 
registration fees, and income taxes paid by crew members of these ships. 

Estimates show that the amount of annual revenue just from ships’ 
registration, owned by the Russian Federation, can be no less than 1.5-
2.0 million US dollars while the cost of creation and operating expenses 
to maintain the Register will comprise 35-50 thousand US dollars per 
year. It is expected that in five years after adopting federal law regarding 
income taxes, paid by crew members of ships, which may be registered 
in this Register, the amount will come to no less than 20 million US 
dollars. This shows that anticipated revenues from ships, registered in 
Russian international register, fully justify its economic usefulness and 
profitability of its creation and operation. Experts predict that Russian 
shipowners won’t change their ships’ registration from offshore to Rus-
sian “second” register overnight. Officials at the Ministry of Transporta-
tion believe that “river-sea” navigation vessels, which are often used as 
bareboat charters because of the low amount of taxes, will be the first 
ones to be registered in the Russian “second” register along with newly 
constructed ships. One thing to keep in mind is that many vessels are be-
ing mortgaged and can only be returned after they have been paid off.

Now to the subject of legal rights of the seafarer who will be working 
on board of ships of Russian international register.

At present there are about 70 thousand Russian seafarers working 
on board of flags of convenience ships. There are 65 thousand of them 
that are covered by the International Transport Workers’ Federation 
(ITF) Collective Bargaining Agreements. These agreements guarantee 
wages to a Seaman First Class in the amount of 1750 US dollars and to 
a Captain in the amount of 6500 US dollars. According to the agree-
ment, the seafarer is covered by the articles of all International Conven-
tions and may resolve any of his problems with help of a national trade 
union that signed a Collective Bargaining Agreement. This agreement 
covers all situations that can arise on board of ship and solutions to 
resolve them. Thus, 65 thousand of our Russian seafarers, working on-
board of flags of convenience ships, have very good international legal 
protection. Conditions and terms of this collective agreement will be 
described in this book later. There are 5 thousand Russian seafarers cur-
rently working on ships under the flags of convenience that do not have 
any legal protection. It will be a good thing for them to be transferred to 
ships flying a national flag and registered in the Russian international 
register. However, this is very unlikely to happen since vessels that Rus-

sian seafarers have been employed on are of old age (about 25-30 years 
old). Besides, in passing the law regarding Russian “second” register, 
the Russian government did not take into consideration proposals that 
were put forth by the Seafarers Union of Russia. These proposals were 
submitted to the Ministry of Transportation and the State Duma at the 
time when this law was being drafted, but were declined. It is still un-
clear what the relationships will be like between a shipowner and a 
seafarer. One thing is clear, the Russian employer will have complete 
freedom to use the Russian wage scale which is many times lower than 
international standards.

Therefore, there won’t be any seafarers, who are currently working on 
ships covered by ITF Collective Agreement willing to transfer to ships 
registered in the Russian international register. As a result of this, the 
Russian fleet will not be able to compete with either ships from highly 
developed countries or flags of convenience. The reason is because the 
shipowner has signed an agreement with the ITF which offers interna-
tionally recognized wage scale, safety, and competitiveness. Ships, reg-
istered in Russian international register, won’t be able to offer any of 
the above. 

Law regarding Russian international register has removed the re-
quirement on property tax payment. This tax was the main reason why 
all of the Russian merchant fleet got transferred to the flags of conve-
nience countries in the beginning of the 1990s. For example, having 
built the ship overseas for 60 million US dollars flying the Russian flag, 
the shipowner had to pay around 18 million US dollars in property tax 
to customs in Russia. The shipowner can transfer his ship now to the 
Russian flag without such enormous expenses.

With a large amount of the fleet being constructed these days and 
a demand for highly qualified maritime personnel, there is a need for 
commanding officers. Russian seafarers, working onboard of flags of 
convenience ships, receive good wages, gain the experience of working 
on foreign vessels, and improve their English language skills. The truth 
is that the vast majority of highly qualified and experienced seafarers 
have found work elsewhere in the world. They will not go back to be 
employed on ships flying the Russian flag unless shipowners increase 
their wages as per international standards. Most importantly, shipown-
ers won’t be able to construct any new ships once they are flying the 
Russian flag. That is because none of foreign banks has ever given a loan 
to build new ships by mortgaging Russian vessels. This was yet another 
reason of flagging out ships which allowed the opportunity to build new 
vessels. 
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Unfortunately, the Russian bank system is way behind the one that 
is recognized and used in the world. It is not ready or capable of being 
used in the shipping industry. There is a lot of work and changes to be 
done to the bank system for it to function properly.

The Ministry of Transportation asked for the advice of executive of-
ficers of large and small shipping companies before passing a law. Fi-
nally, it received confirmation to transfer a large number of ships under 
the Russian flag. At that point, the bank system was being considered 
for transformation. The latter never happened, thus shipowners turned 
down the Russian international register. 

Former large Russian Shipping Companies, such as Baltic, Kamchatka, 
Sakhalin, and others, split into many small companies or ceased their 
existence all together. 

The situation has grown complicated as a result of a number of finan-
cial reforms. The Russian Fleet has experienced hard times in such eco-
nomic chaos. The transfer of ships under the flags of convenience was 
meant to keep employment and the fleet. That was at the time when it 
was necessary to create free economic (offshore) zones for the Russian 
Fleet. Russia lost its chance or it was too late to create the Russian inter-
national register. An idea to create a Russian “second” register appeared 
in the beginning of the 1990s. The USSR had 17 Shipping companies 
before the 1990s with 1500 ships with a gross deadweight of 18 million 

tons. Russia was in fourth place in the number of ships and deadweight 
worldwide. It is no longer in the place of leadership when it comes to 
the shipping industry today. Russia is responsible for only five percent 
of the world’s total transport of goods at sea.

The Russian government did well by removing a property tax. Right 
before passing this law into effect, shipowners were granted permission 
to insure their vessels with foreign banks. All of this will aid in legal 
situations that arise from time to time. However, it is not enough to at-
tract a large number of shipowners to register their vessels in the Rus-
sian international register. The disadvantages of it still outweigh any 
real benefits.

All in all, adoption of the law on the Russian international register, 
did not do much, if anything to improve the legal situation of seafarers 
and it is unlikely that it will. 
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Chapter 3

INTERNATIONAL LEGAL POSITION 
OF SEAFARERS, WORKING ON BOARD 
OF FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE SHIPS

The wide spread practice of flags of convenience which began in the late 
1970s has affected all aspects of maritime profession without any excep-
tions. Changes (to the worse, for the most part) were made in careers and 
the approach to hire labor, nationality of the crew, working conditions, 
social life onboard, instruction, training, and political actions concerning 
professional occupation. One of the main characteristics of countries of 
flags of convenience is that there is no law regarding the manning of ships 
or regulatory control over the vessels. These countries do not have orga-
nizational structure or a system to establish and maintain standards for 
hiring and working conditions of seafarers like in more developed coun-
tries. The rights and wellbeing of crewmembers are not their priority due 
to expenses involved. 

The Consular Corps of flags of convenience countries does not express 
concern or care towards crewmembers onboard of ships flying their flags. 
Due to the lack of control by the flag state, shipowners are at complete lib-
erty of establishing their own rules and regulations. As a result of this, the 
life and wellbeing of seafarers onboard is regulated by a “sovereign” ship-
owner rather than a sovereign flag state. Flags of convenience countries 
are states or quasi-states which do not have their own maritime industry 
and thus are unable to supply crewmen onboard of ships flying their flags. 
During the period of 2010-2015, 1,005 vessels were inspected with a to-
tal number of 18,500 crewmembers. None of the 898 seafarers, working 
onboard of ships flying the flag of Bahamas is from the Bahamas, none of 
1,346 seafarers working onboard of ships flying the flag of Panama is from 
Panama and none of 1,004 seafarers onboard of ships flying the flag of 
Liberia is from Liberia. When it comes to the Norwegian “second” register, 
only 13% of seafarers turned out to be the citizens of Norway. 

The complete absence of a system and appropriate resources to support 
maritime industry in the flags of convenience countries have resulted in 
two major situations:

Firstly, there are no professional unions or organizations that would 
protect the rights of the seafarers. Secondly, crewmembers are all citizens 
of other countries who do not have a residency permit to ask for political 

and legal representation and protection. Therefore, seafarers, working on-
board of flags of convenience ships cannot rely on the law of these coun-
tries, but only on the honesty and decency of the shipowner.

Seafarers, working in the global market, especially in the countries of 
flags of convenience, do not have any legal protection since their names 
are not registered or officially recorded in any of the legal documents. They 
are not aware of procedures and do not have access to any governmental 
agency which can offer guidance and help in time of need or trouble. 

For the most part, flags of convenience countries lack standards and 
conditions regarding hiring, labor regulation, proper systems, and author-
ities to exercise effective jurisdiction and control over their ships. This has 
a lot to do with instability of political and economic situations in these 
countries. 

The terms and conditions of labor agreements of flags of convenience 
ships that are not governed by flag states, may be misrepresented. Seafar-
ers are often deceived regarding wages and get hired on conditions that 
are contrary to any labor agreements as well as International Conven-
tions, signed by the flag state.

In the absence of state control and government regulations and proper 
systems to establish standards and procedures regarding hiring and man-
ning flags of convenience ships, volunteer organizations remain the only 
source of power to protect the rights of the seafarers. The two organizations 
that come to mind that represent and defend the rights of seafarers are the 
International Transport Workers’ Federation, which is one of the oldest 
international trade union organizations, and the International Christian 
Maritime Association, which effectively works as a welfare agency. The 
fact remains that international trade union organizations are the 
best to represent the rights of seafarers when it comes to the terms 
and conditions of them being hired to work onboard of flags of con-
venience ships. 

It was back in 1978 when the International Maritime Organization 
(IMO) drafted their first Convention on Standards of Training, Certifi-
cation and Watchkeeping (STCW) for Seafarers due to the lack of stan-
dards and regulations onboard of flags of convenience ships which kept 
increasing in their number. It was expected that the flag state which is-
sued the license to operate the ship will exercise regulatory control over 
the ship to meet the proposed standards or, at least, follow them. Since 
flag states failed to enforce these standards, the International Maritime 
Organization adopted a comprehensive revision of STCW in 1995 add-
ing that flag states are responsible to provide training to their hires and 
to meet competency standards of the new amendments. These measures 
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were necessary, taking into consideration the growing number of flags of 
convenience, however, they still do not guarantee that the flag state and 
its citizens will carry out their responsibilities.

There is a steady increase 
of political pressure on flags 
of convenience countries to 
make them effectively exer-
cise regulatory control over 
their ships. The individual 
or collective attempts of the 
flag state with its alliances 
to inspect the conditions of 
ships calling into their ports 
is a good thing, but mostly it 
is done to meet the environ-
mental requirements and 
not to check on the wellbe-

ing of seafarers. There are way too many seafarers who have been deceived 
and abused as a result of them signing basic labor agreements to work on 
these vessels. There is a small percentage of those who are able to draw at-
tention to their situation and be helped while most of the seafarers remain 
unnoticed and unknown. Governmental authorities of flags of convenience 
countries are more concerned about falsifying their way through paperwork 
for the ship to operate under their flag with complete disregard to social and 
working conditions for seafarers onboard. 

The mandatory Collective Bargaining Agreements and Employment 
Contracts between shipowners and seafarers’ unions were put in effect in 
1992. For the ship to be approved by the International Transport Workers’ 
Federation (ITF), seafarers onboard must be covered by the ITF affiliated 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. ITF Collective Bargaining Agreements 
can only apply to flags of convenience ships. These agreements are not 
applicable for ships working under genuine national flags. ITF believes 
that the latter should have their own national agreements between the 
shipowner and local unions. Ships of “second” register must be covered by 
agreements approved by the flag state’s union in compliance with the ITF 
Total Crew Cost Agreement. 

In order for a ship to avoid being arrested by an ITF Inspector in one of 
the ports, it must be covered by an ITF approved Agreement.

Prior to a seafarer’s starting work on any vessel, he signs an Employment 
Contract with the Crewing company that lists terms and conditions of his 
employment. The following is a list of some of them:

1) Duration of Employment. It is common practice for the duration of 
employment to be six to eight months long. There are some cases of employ-
ment that last ten months (these do not offer paid vacation time). Employ-
ment of longer duration usually has vacation time included.

2) Hours of duty. A normal work day usually consists of eight working 
hours completed sometime between 0600 and 1800. The rest of the time, 
worked over the previously mentioned period, is considered overtime. Over-
time is paid on the basis of the type of overtime work performed which can 
be actual/open or agreed upon/private overtime.  

Additional jobs, pertaining to the rescue of the ship and lives of crewmem-
bers or any rescue operations are not considered overtime. 

3) Wages. These are paid in full or in part depending on the wage system 
established onboard.

4) Repatriation. 
Since the agreement between Crewing Company and Shipping Company 

is large and generally covers all terms and conditions for seafarers’ hiring 
and employment, most of the Employment Contracts do not list them all. 
The Employment Contract often refers to the main agreement for more de-
tails and information. Therefore, it is important that a seafarer thoroughly 
reads not only through his Employment Contract, but the general Agree-
ment between the Crewing Company, the Shipping Company, and the Col-
lective Bargaining Agreement signed by the Company and seafarers’ union 
that he has membership in.

If a seafarer was signed off the ship owing to sickness or injury occurred 
during her/his work onboard, a seafarer will continue to receive basic wages 
until her/his return home or to the place of her/his original engagement. 

Meeting with ITF Coordinator Jacqueline Smith
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All expenses for seafarer’s repatriation will be paid by the Company. The 
seafarer will continue to receive basic wages until she/he fully recovers or 
in worst case, her/his disability has been established. 

A seafarer who was signed off the ship due to injury has the right to re-
ceive medical treatment, including hospitalization. All expenses for her/his 
treatment and hospitalization will be covered by the Company until her/
his full recovery or in worst case, until his disability has been established. 
Sick leave will be paid in full if the following requirements are met:

The seafarer must follow Company’s or Company’s agent instructions in 
the port where a seafarer was signed off the ship due to sickness or injury.

The seafarer must notify her/his Company or Company’s agent immedi-
ately upon her/his arrival home or place of her/his original engagement 
after she/he has been repatriated.

The company may request a medical examination of the seafarer by the 
Physician appointed by the Company and Union.

In case of the death of a seafarer (except for suicide, confirmed by forensic 
experts, or if a seafarer was terminally ill before she/he signed her/his Em-
ployment Contract) during his employment, including death from natural 
causes or death occurring while travelling to or from the vessel or as a result 
of any marine or other similar peril, the Company shall pay the compensa-
tion in the amount of 95,000 US dollars to the widow and 18,000 US dollars 
to each dependent child up to a maximum of four under the age of 21.

A seafarer shall not be entitled to any compensation by the Company if 
his injury or disability arises as a result of an automobile accident that was 
borrowed or used by a seafarer for his personal needs.

The Company shall conclude appropriate insurance to cover themselves 
fully against the possible contingencies and liabilities listed above.

A Seafarer who suffers injury as a result of an accident from any cause 
whatsoever whilst in the employment of the Company or arising from her/
his employment with the Company (except for intentional self-harm), 
including accidents occurring while travelling to or from the Ship and 
whose ability to work as a Seafarer is reduced as a result thereof shall, in 
addition to sick pay, be entitled to compensation according to the provi-
sions of the Agreement. 

The amount of compensation will be determined and paid on the basis 
of a medical examination which should be accepted by the Company and 
a seafarer (or one of the parties). As an example, we can consider a number 
of provisions which are included in the Employment Contract between the 
Greek Shipping Companies and the Russian Crewing Companies. It is often 
established that the Russian Crewing Company carries an obligation as an 
Employer, while the Greek Shipping Company does not have liabilities to-

wards hired seafarers. Therefore, according to the above listed provisions, any 
claims a seafarer might have must be submitted to the Russian Employer. 

Prior to signing an Employment Contract with seafarers, the Russian par-
ty should present the foreign shipping company with a crew list detailing 
the professional qualifications of each crew member. The shipping company 
has a right to accept or deny employment of any crew member. The Rus-
sian party shall guarantee to provide qualified specialists who have passed 
a medical examination, including drug tests, and possess appropriate quali-
fications, certificates, and other required documents. Master, Chief Officer, 
1st Engineer and 2nd Engineer must have a good command of both the spo-
ken and written English language.The rest of the crew members must speak 
and write in English as per their job description requirements. As per the 
Agreement between the Russian Crewing Company and the Shipping Com-
pany, the Russian party will replace crew members every six months. The 
six month period can be extended to eight months to supply the most quali-
fied crew. The Employment Contract shall be extended over an eight month 
period only with the consent of crewmembers. It is important to note that 
there have been cases when a shipping company denied crewmembers their 
replacement after six months of work onboard on the basis of the Employ-
ment Contract which stated: “A Seafarer will be employed with the shipping 
company for the period of eight months.” Therefore, it is crucial that a sea-
farer reads his Employment Contract and requests any changes or additions 
before signing it to avoid any misunderstanding. 

There have been cases when the text of an Employment Contract was 
contrary to the terms and conditions of the Agreement signed between the 
Crewing Company and the Shipping Company. In this case, the Employ-
ment Contract will have preeminence over the Agreement because of a Sea-
farer’s signature. 

The Employment Contract should list a number of conditions regarding 
the seafarer’s future employment in case of total loss of the ship, sale of the 
ship, repair, or the inability to continue the voyage due to other circum-
stances. In these cases, a Seafarer should be transferred to work on another 
ship to continue his period of employment as per his Contract. If a Seafarer’s 
Contract is cancelled due to the Company’s inability to provide his contin-
ued employment, he is entitled to receive compensation in the amount of 
his basic monthly pay. 

The Employment Contract often includes the clause regarding a seafarer’s 
responsibilities towards the Company which are in accordance with the in-
ternational labor and maritime law. This clause becomes of great signifi-
cance when the Company asks a seafarer to perform responsibilities that 
contradict standards of international labor and maritime law. 
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The ordinary hours of duty of all Seafarers shall be eight per day, Monday 
to Friday inclusive. Hours of duty on Saturday and Public Holidays before 
0600 and after 1800 will be paid as overtime.

Any additional hours worked during an emergency directly affecting the 
immediate safety of the Ship, its passengers and crew, of which the Master 
shall be the sole judge or for a safety boat drill or work required to give as-
sistance to other ships or persons in immediate peril shall not count for 
overtime payment.

The Employment Contract must state the amount of fixed overtime if such 
is used when calculating the wages. Usually one hour per day is agreed to 
be a fixed overtime for each crew member. When repatriated, the Company 
will pay for the Seafarer’s luggage up to forty kilograms per person. 

The daily food allowance, based on the world’s market shall be no less 
than six US dollars per crew member. 

A Seafarer shall be entitled to medical insurance at the expense of the 
Company. In the case of sickness or injury, a Seafarer will be entitled to re-
ceive compensation at the rate equivalent to his/her basic wage while they 
remain sick up to six months.

A Seafarer who is discharged abroad owing to sickness or injury shall be 
entitled to medical attention at the Company’s expense. The Company will 
not be responsible for any medical expenses after a seafarer has been repa-
triated home. In case of a Seafarer’s hospitalization abroad, he is entitled for 
all his medical expenses to be paid by the Company up to ninety days since 
the day he/she was admitted to the hospital. The Company shall not cover 
any expenses, including hospitalization, that resulted in the Seafarer’s vio-
lating the safety regulations and rules established by the Company or his/
her complete negligence.

In the case of disability, a Seafarer will be entitled to receive compensation 
in accordance with the percentage appropriate to his/her disability. For ex-
ample, in the case of 100% disability, Senior officers will receive 174,775 US 
dollars, Junior officers will receive 139,820 US dollars, Ratings – 104,866 
US dollars. In the case of 75% disability -131,081 & 104,866 & 78,649 US 
dollars accordingly; with 60% disability - 104,866 & 83,892 & 62,919 US 
dollars. In the case of 50% disability - 87,388 & 69,911 & 52,433 US dollars; 
with 40% - 69,911 & 55,929 & 41,946 US dollars accordingly; with 30% - 
52,433 &41,946 & 31,460 US dollars accordingly andwith 10 % - 17,478& 
13,983 & 10,487 US dollars accordingly.

When any Seafarer suffers total or partial loss of, or damage to, her/his 
personal effects, due to the loss of a ship, fire or collision, he will be entitled 
to the compensation. The Company will pay a seafarer a compensation in 
the amount of 3,000 (three thousand) US dollars. 

A Seafarer should be aware of the information about paying taxes, as per 
the text of his Employment Contract. A Seafarer, working onboard of a flag 
of convenience ship, will pay the remainder of taxes to Russia based on the 
amount of taxes he already paid abroad. It is crucial that the Employment 
Contract clearly states tax laws and seafarer’s responsibility in regard to tax-
es. Therefore, prior to signing an Employment Contract, a Seafarer should 
ensure that all of the above mentioned terms and conditions have been in-
cluded. It is advisable to have two copies of the Employment Contract upon 
arrival onboard of ship to give one copy to the captain and keep one for 
himself/herself. 

There are ten rules that will help seafarers working onboard of flags of 
convenience ships:

1. Be sure to check that the crewing company hiring you and sending you 
to work abroad is registered in Russia and licensed to perform these duties. 
If a seafarer has any doubts in regard to the legitimacy of a crewing com-
pany, he/she should address his/her concerns with a lawyer or his union.

2. The Crewing company should have a Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment with one of the Seafarers’ Unions of Russia which indicates terms and 
conditions of employment and contains provisions in regard to the rates of 
pay and hours of work or other working conditions of employees. A flag of 
convenience ship must be covered by ITF Approved Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. 

3. The Crewing company must sign an individual Employment Contract 
(4 copies) with a seafarer which should list such terms and conditions as the 
duration of a Contract, working hours, time off, over time, wage rates and 
payments. Legitimate employers have all of these terms and conditions in-
cluded in the Collective Bargaining Agreement and briefly reflected on one 
page of the Employment Contract. 

4. A Seafarer should have a copy of his Employment Contract. It’s even bet-
ter if a Seafarer has a copy of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between 
his union and the Shipping company (his employer). 

5. A Seafarer should be paid regularly and on time. There should not be 
more than a month and a half or a maximum of two months of wages de-
layed. A four to five months delay of Seafarer’s wages almost always means 
that he/she will have to go through court proceedings in order to get his/
her outstanding wages.

6. Each Seafarer should have a copy of the “Message to Seafarers” issued by 
ITF headquarters every year in London. There you can find a current list of 
ITF Coordinators, Inspectors, and ITF affiliated unions. 

7. A Seafarer should renew his/her membership to ensure their active sta-
tus. It is best if a seafarer’s union is affiliated with the ITF.
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8. A Seafarer should have a good command of the written and spoken 
English language. This will help him/her to secure a good job with a decent 
foreign company and protect his/her rights abroad. 

9. A Seafarer must have an account with a reliable bank. It is easier for an Em-
ployer to transfer a Seafarer’s wages to his/her bank account than pay in cash.

10. A Seafarer should be active in protecting his/her rights. He/she should 
work with their union and collectively solve issues that arise in regard to 
their employment.

The flag of a ship represents the legal fact that any disputes and issues 
onboard will be solved under the jurisdiction of the country of the ship’s 
flag. Since the flag of the ship is an indication of its belonging to a certain 
country, the national jurisdiction of a Seafarer cannot be applied to resolve 
labor disputes between an employer and crewmembers. Thus many Russian 
seafarers are not able to protect their rights onboard of flags of convenience 
ships. In these cases, we are dealing with a foreign (international) aspect or 
international labor relations. The international aspect of legal labor rela-
tions at sea may be represented by any party of labor relations: employee 
(seafarer) or employer (shipowner, shipping company, crewing company). 
The international aspect of labor relations may arise as a result of a ship 
changing its flag to another state during its voyage. Another aspect of inter-
national relations may involve unions that directly represent labor relations 
(including international union organizations), official authorities of a flag 
state, and the country where a seafarer is being repatriated from, the coun-

try where a seafarer got injured, the country where the ship was arrested 
and others. Some international legal labor disputes may have a number of 
international aspects involved at the same time. None of the conventions 
of the International Labor Organization’s (ILO), concerning any labor dis-
pute, have a clause pertaining to the situation when a seafarer and his/her 
employer represent different countries with different legal systems. The ab-
sence of such a clause is a significant oversight by countries-participants 
of ILO, since many labor conflicts that arise at sea could be resolved with 
a presence of universally adopted legislature regulating the applicable law 
between flag state, owner, and foreign crewmembers. If such a law was in 
place it would have eliminated opportunities for employers to use legislative 
means that suit their interests at all times. To protect the interests of seafar-
ers in the most effective way, there has to be an insurance policy to hold 
employers accountable for their actions. Such an insurance policy would 
guarantee that seafarers will be paid their outstanding wages along with 
compensation for moral, physical, and financial damages. To carry out this 
insurance policy, shipowners must have a reserve fund to meet any future 
costs or financial obligations towards seafarers. 

THE MARITIME LABOUR CONVENTION

On February 23, 2006 the International Labor Organization revised and ad-
opted with a majority of votes, new standards in regard to maritime industry. 

The new Maritime Labour Convention 2006 was passed by 304 votes 
with 4 votes abstained at the International Conference on Maritime Labor 
(Geneva, February 7-23, 2006). The overwhelming majority of votes show 
that this Convention was approved by delegates from over 100 countries of 
the world, represented by seafarers, ship owners and governmental officials 
(ILO members). The goal of those drafting the Convention was to embody 
“all up-to-date standards of existing international maritime labour Conven-
tions and Recommendations, as well as the fundamental principles to be 
found in other international labour Conventions”.

The MLC 2006 Convention comprises of three different and related parts 
- the Articles, the Regulations and the Code. The Articles and The Regu-
lations cover major rights and principles, as well as responsibilities by the 
countries which ratified this Convention. The convention consists of the 
sixteen articles containing general provisions and the Code. The Code Crewmembers of MV Glorious Jupiter
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consists of five Titles in which specific provisions are grouped by standard. 
For each Title, there are general Regulations, which are further specified in 
mandatory Standards (Part A), as well as Guidelines (Part B). For example, 
Title 2.4 (Leave) establishes that each country-member must provide a sea-
farer with paid annual leave according to the terms and conditions of the 
present Code. As per Standard A 2.4, each flag state-member must follow 
the guidelines and legal requirements defining minimum standards of an-
nual leave for seafarers. Annual leave is pro-rated as minimum of 2.5 days 
per month of work. Leave time is not allowed to be refused. Guidelines B 2.4 
describe how to prorate, calculate and accumulate annual leave. 

According to Article IV, point 3 on the Seafarers’ Employment and Social 
Rights, each Member that is not able to carry out rights and principles as 
required by mandatory standards listed in Part A, may follow national laws 
or regulations to generally meet these requirements. However, this proves 
to be a challenging task since any law, regulation, collective agreement or 
other implementing measure of the flag state do not always coincide with 
principles of this Convention. 

Rights, regulating the working conditions of seafarers and ship owners’ 
responsibilities are listed under five Titles:

Title 1: Minimum Requirements for Seafarers to Work on a Ship.
Title 2: Conditions of Employment.
Title 3: Accommodation, Recreational Facilities, Food and Catering.
Title 4: Health Protection, Medical Care, Welfare and Social Security Pro-

tection.
Title 5: Compliance and Enforcement.
Title 1 incorporates the principles and text of the following Conventions: 

Placing of Seamen Convention, 1920 (No. 9), Medical Examination of Young 
Persons (Sea) Convention, 1921 (No. 16), Officers’ Competency Certificates 
Convention, 1936 (No. 53), Medical Examination Seafarers’ Convention, 
1946 (No. 73), Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138), Recruitment 
and Placement of Seafarers Convention (No. 179), Seafarers’ Hours of Work 
and the Manning of Ships Convention, 1996 (No. 180).

Title 2 is based on the STANDARDS of the following Conventions: Un-
employment Indemnity (Shipwreck) Convention, 1920 (No. 8), Seamen’s 
Articles of Agreement Convention, 1926 (No. 22), Repatriation of Sea-
men, 1926 (No. 23), Seafarers’ Annual Leave with Pay Convention, 1976 
(No. 146), Repatriation of Seafarers Convention (Revised), 1987 (No. 

166), Seafarers’ Hours of Work and the Manning of Ships Convention, 
1996 (No. 180).

Title 3 reflects the requirements, listed in Convention on Food and Cater-
ing (Ships’ Crews), 1946 (No. 68), Certification of Ships’ Cooks Convention, 
1946 (No. 69), Accommodation of Crews Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 
92), Accommodation of Crews (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 
1970 (No. 133), Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) Convention, 
1976 (No. 147), Occupational Safety and Health Convention, 1981 (No. 
155), Seafarers’ Welfare Convention, 1987 (No. 163).

Title 4 contains principles of the following Conventions: Shipowners’ Li-
ability (Sick and Injured Seamen) Convention, 1936 (No. 55), Prevention of 
Accidents (Seafarers’) Convention, 1970 (No. 134), Occupational Safety and 
Health Convention, 1981 (No. 155), Seafarers’ Welfare Convention, 1987 
(No. 163), Health Protection and Medical Care (Seafarers) Convention, 
1987 (No. 164), Social Security (Seafarers) Convention (Revised), 1987 (No. 
165), Labour Inspection (Seafarers) Convention, 1996 (No. 178).

Title 5 sets standards to ensure that each Member implements its respon-
sibilities regarding the requirements and principles listed in Titles 1, 2, 3 
and 4 in this Convention with respect to ships that fly its flag.

Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) 2006 has also been called the “Seafar-
ers’ Bill of Rights” because states are endowed with their own power and in-
dependence but are in agreement to offer seafarers decent conditions of work 
and protection of their rights. Some key features of the Convention make it 
relatively easy for governments to ratify and should enable its provisions to 
be put into practice and fairly enforced. The intention of the Convention is 
to bring the shipping industry to a higher quality level, which is essential in 
the view of global economy. It applies to a wide range of ships operating on 
international and national or domestic voyages. It covers all ships other than 
those which navigate exclusively in inland waters or waters within, or closely 
adjacent, to sheltered waters or areas where port regulations apply. The Con-
vention applies to all those ships, whether publicly or privately owned, that 
are ordinarily engaged in commercial activities, except ships engaged in fish-
ing or in similar pursuits, ships of traditional build such as dhows and junks, 
warships or naval auxiliaries. It also requires all officers and shipowners meet 
the requirements and labour standards of all levels. This also includes pro-
cedures set in place to properly handle complaints from seafarers onboard 
and ashore regarding shipowners and captains’ actions due to poor working 
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conditions as well as ju-
risdiction to be applied to 
these ships. 

The Convention sets 
minimum requirements 
towards seafarers working 
onboard, including seafar-
ers’ employment, hours of 
work and rest, accommo-
dation, food and catering, 
health and safety protec-
tion. One thing that sepa-
rates this Convention from 
others is its form and struc-
ture that combines both 

compulsory and recommended guidelines. This peculiarity makes this Con-
vention to stand out among other traditional ILO Conventions. The inten-
tion is to make sure that seafarers are protected without being too specific 
as to how it is done. The MLC provides a way of enforcing the standards 
through a system of certification of labour conditions of seafarers. In ac-
cordance with the new standard, ships over 500 GT (gross ton - length or 
English ton, 1016 kg) that are carrying out international voyages or any 
voyages between international ports must have the “Maritime Labour Cer-
tificate” and the “Declaration of Maritime Labour Compliance” both is-
sued by the Flag state. The declaration outlines requirements and measures 
to be observed by shipowners in compliance with national legal acts and 
standards listed in the MLC. The officers (captains) are expected to follow 
guidelines set by the shipowners and carefully document all actions to show 
that they meet the requirements of this new Convention. Flag States must 
inspect measures drawn up by shipowners to ensure ongoing compliance 
between inspections. These standards allow for tracking down shipowners 
who do not comply with Maritime laws and encourage those who follow the 
guidelines. Among other new standards are a more effective way of making 
changes in technical requirements, a different method of filing complaints 
by seafarers onboard and ashore (designed to solve seafarers’ complaints in 
a timely fashion), coordination between the filing of complaints and inspec-
tion times to comply with the system of control over standards and proce-

dures established and well operated by the ILO. The Flag State may autho-
rize public institutions or entities known as “recognized organizations” that 
are competent and independent to carry out its inspections. Finally, there 
are new methods of labour law compliance based on new governing prin-
ciples. The Maritime Labour Convention of 2006 embodies and brings into 
compliance fundamental principles of more than 68 existing conventions 
and ILO recommendations in the sphere of maritime labour law since 1920. 
Countries that did not ratify the new Convention will be required to adhere 
to standards and requirements of earlier signed conventions. However, some 
of the earliest conventions will no longer be ratified. The MLC, 2006, was 
adopted by government, employer and worker representatives (social part-
ners of the International Labour Organization). Besides provisions on the 
improvement of working conditions for seafarers, the Convention focuses 
on actions to be taken against indecent shipowners who will face finan-
cial penalties for their incompliance and violations. The Convention is now 
in the process of ratification. Those involved in designing the Convention 
made efforts to combine stringent requirements with flexible approaches to 
make the provisions of the Convention maximum acceptable by shipping 
industry worldwide. The Maritime Labour Convention will become “the 
fourth pillar” of the international regulatory regime for quality shipping, 
complementing the three key Conventions of the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO): International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 
(SOLAS), Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping Conven-
tion (STCW), and International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships (MARPOL). To enter into force, the MLC, 2006, needed to reg-
ister at least 30 ratifications by countries representing at least 33 percent of 
the world’s gross shipping tonnage.

High level representatives from government, employer and worker (that 
is the union) from each country-ILO member were involved in implement-
ing this project. Seafarers’ Union of Russia (SUR), being the strongest union, 
took part in the designing and developing of the Convention from the very 
start. SUR specialists in legal and social matters worked to prepare and pres-
ent ideas to include in the preliminary design of the new Convention, things 
that pertain to the work of the union.

At last, the Convention was adopted, but to see its effect and results, coun-
tries must put in much effort to ratify the Convention and fully follow its 
provisions. Ratification of the new Convention by the Russian Federation 
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and other sea countries will greatly improve the international and legal sta-
tus of seafarers working onboard of convenience and national flags ships.

The Port State Control (PSC) is responsible for ensuring that ships are in 
compliance with the requirements of the MLC, 2006, notwithstanding the 
fact of the Flag State. For the first time, there are provisions set and approved 
by decent shipowners who have earned the respect from both their flag state 
and most of the seafarers. Operators, engaged in maritime activities, who are 
not interested in following the worldwide accepted maritime laws and stan-
dards (and there are a few of those, especially in the Russian Federation), 
will eventually be completely eliminated from the shipping industry.

The MLC, 2006, became a unified document, covering up to date standards 
of conventions and ILO recommendations regarding work in the maritime 
industry. Being ratified, this Convention has preeminence over all previous 
conventions. However, it does not mean that earlier adopted conventions 
are no longer in force. Therefore, Flag States, must follow standards and re-
quirements of the earlier adopted conventions. 

 However, one thing is clear, once the MLC has been ratified, the Rus-
sian Merchant fleet will face a number of problems. First and foremost, all 
countries which will ratify this Convention will expect Russian shipown-
ers to meet the requirements of MLC, 2006, in full, and will introduce, if 
necessary, certain restrictions in their ports towards ships from the Russian 
Federation.

Taking this all into consideration, it is important to look at the current 
Labour Code of the Russian Federation and compare it to the newly ad-
opted Maritime Labour Convention regarding labour at sea. This project 
should actively involve both shipowners and trade unions organizations. 
Each Member shall effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control over ships 
that fly its flag by establishing a system for ensuring compliance with the 
requirements of this Convention, including labour and social rights of sea-
farers in accordance with the standards of present Convention.

Each seafarer has a right to:
– a safe and secure work environment that meets the safety standards;
– fair job competition;
– decent working conditions and living accommodations onboard of 

ship;
– health protection, medical treatment onboard, welfare and social secu-

rity protection.

The Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, on work conditions at sea is a 
breakthrough in an area of protection of seafarers rights. In spite of the fact 
that it has been three years since the Convention was adopted on August 
20, 2013, representatives of the shipping industry are able to adequately 
estimate its effect. Most of maritime community and organizations find 
the Maritime Labour Convention to have a positive effect. But the truth be 
told, there are advantages and disadvantages to be found in this Conven-
tion just like in any other document. 

Seafarers speak of many more inspections onboard by various port con-
trol authorities during short periods of stay in ports which interferes with 
periods of rest for seafarers after long voyages. There is a lot more paper-
work and reports to do, which takes away time from hours of rest. 

The MLC, 2006, gives a detailed description on seafarers’ wages. Accord-
ing to the opinions of seafarers, working onboard of ships flying Russian 
flags in port Nakhodka, the text of the Convention does not include con-
crete numbers to be used to determine minimum wages. It would have 
been better if the Convention included minimum wages based on rates 
established by the International Labour Organization. It is common prac-
tice that wages of seafarers, working onboard the ships, flying Russian 
flags, are much lower than those who work onboard of foreign flags ships. 
However, this does not violate the standards of the Convention. Russian 
seafarers find this situation unfair and want the Seafarers’ Union of Rus-
sia to work tirelessly to negotiate minimum basic monthly wages for Able 
Seaman to be no less than the amount set and periodically reviewed by 
PAR Maritime Commission or another organization authorized by the 
International Labour Organization Administrative Tribunal. The ILO 
Director-General notifies the ILO state-member of any changes of the 
employee’s basic minimum wages upon the decision reached by the Ad-
ministrative Tribunal.

On the other hand, the role of trade unions has increased since 
the adoption of the Maritime Labour Convention in 2006. Many is-
sues of the seafarers are revealed during port State control inspections 
on the basis of the requirements of the Convention. These problems are 
resolved in close cooperation of all parties involved: trade union activists, 
port control authorities, etc. 

In recent times, during the ships’ inspection, there have been cases when 
the Declaration of Maritime Labour Certificate is present onboard, but 
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seafarers do not have Employment Contracts and have not been paid for 
many months. In such cases, representatives of the trade union notify the 
Port Director and the ship gets detained by port authorities until issues 
onboard have been resolved.

Three years later, after the adoption of MLC, it is easier to evaluate re-
quirements and standards that work effectively to protect the rights of 
seafarers onboard and dismiss the ones that do not. Seafarers’ Rights In-
ternational (SRI) will be doing such research in hopes to find answers to 
existing questions of seafarers’ protection. 

Adoption of MLC, 2006, is a result of much work, carried out by many 
representatives and organizations who should be proud of their effort. It 
includes the Seafarers’ Union of Russia. However, there is still much work 
to be done to improve the effectiveness of the Convention.

In the beginning of 2016, ILO state-members accepted amendments to 
the Maritime Labour Convention concerning provisions on occupational 
accidents, injuries and diseases, and abandonment by his/her shipowner. 
The amendments of 2014 to the MLC, 2006 became effective on January 
18, 2017. ILO state-members were given a deadline of July 18, 2016 to 
file any disagreements. However, all ILO state-members approved of these 
amendments, except two until further notice. 

As the result of the new amendments, international standards cannot be 
changed upon the inquiry of those who oppose them. These amendments 
will guarantee protection of seafarers’ rights in getting compensation in 
case of abandonment, death or disability of the seafarer.

These amendments aim to provide security for the seafarers to receive 
compensation in the result of an injury, along with repatriation costs paid 
by the shipowner. State flag ships must have a certificate or other docu-
mentary evidence of financial security to be issued by the financial secu-
rity provider of the shipowner. This certificate has to be carried on board 
the ship. All countries which ratified the Maritime Labour Convention, 
2006, must adhere to this requirement.

Chapter 4

ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANISATIONS IN PROTECTING THE 
RIGHTS OF THE SEAFARERS’ WORKING 
ONBOARD FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE 
SHIPS

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT WORKERS’ FEDERATION 
(ITF)
The International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) plays an im-

portant role in protecting the rights of seafarers working onboard flags 
of convenience ships. It is one of the sixteen International Secretariats 
unions - global federations which combines membership of national 
unions in all industrial transport sectors. The ITF represents the interests 
of transport workers’ unions in civil aviation, dockers, inland navigation, 

Meeting with ITF General Secretary Stephen Cotton in Manila
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seafarers, road transport, railways, fisheries, urban transport, and tourism. 
The International Transport Workers’ Federation was founded in 1896 by 
the seafarers’ and dockers’ unions of Europe.

The ITF is governed by its Constitution. The Constitution states that its 
membership is open to any organization in transport and allied services, 
which supports democratic principles and is a free trade union body. The 
International Transport Workers’ Federation holds a congress every five 
years. Delegates and participants from trade unions all over the world at-
tend the ITF Congress with the purpose of electing Governing Bodies, Au-
ditors, General Secretary, President, and Vice-President.

The ITF is run by an elected executive board meeting twice a year where 
its members are presented with reports and financial statements by the 
General Secretary.

The main functions of the ITF may be summarized as following: 
– to promote solidarity among transport unions and workers in differ-

ent countries; 
– to represent the interests of transport workers’ unions in many in-

ternational and regional organizations responsible for standards and 
policies regarding the transport industry and social issues;

– to offer support, connection, and information to its affiliated unions 
worldwide.

The ITF is an international trade union federation composed of transport 
workers’ unions and not of individual transport sector employees. There is 
a special department, the ITF Seafarers’, that deals specifically with seafar-
ers’ pay and working conditions. It has a number of subdivisions.

– ITF Agreements processes ITF Agreements, signed by an ITF maritime 
affiliate union and shipping company, either the beneficial owner, the 
operator, manning agent, or the manager of the ship. The ITF encour-
ages shipowners to enter into an agreement with their crew to pay 
what the ITF considers are “fair wages”. If the shipowner agrees to do 
this he is said to have made an “ITF Standard Agreement” with his 
crew. When he does this he is issued by the ITF a certificate of compli-
ance with the ITF requirements. This is called an “ITF Blue Certifi-
cate” or “ITF Blue Card”. 

– ITF Claims deals with complaints and issues of seafarers.
– ITF Actions coordinates and takes actions to resolve seafarers’ claims.
ITF Agreements are only those that are approved by the ITF and only 

apply to ships flying a Flag of Convenience (FOC). 
The ITF gets involved when a national ITF affiliated union asks for assis-

tance to help their non-member seafarers out of troubles they find them-
selves in while working onboard FOC ships. The ITF defines FOC ships as 

ones that have no genuine link between the real owner of the vessel and 
the flag the vessel flies. The FOC campaign has two elements:

– A political campaign aimed at eliminating the flag of convenience sys-
tem by achieving global acceptance of a genuine link between the flag 
a ship flies and the nationality or residence of its owners, managers 
and seafarers.

– An industrial campaign designed to ensure that seafarers who serve 
on flag of convenience ships, whatever their nationality, are protected 
from exploitation by shipowners.

It is the ITF Fair Practices Committee (or the FPC sub-committee) which 
decides what is and what isn’t an FOC. The FPC maintains a list of coun-
tries offering FOC facilities and from time to time adds or deletes countries 
from the list. The basis for membership in this select club is the so-called 
“Rochdale Criteria” laid down by a British Committee of Inquiry in 1970. 
These were:

• the country allows non-citizens to own and control vessels.
• access to and transfer from the register is easy.
• taxes on shipping income are low or non-existent.
• the country of registration doesn’t need the shipping tonnage for its 

own purposes, but is keen to earn the tonnage fees.
• manning by non-nationals is freely permitted.
• the country lacks the power (or the willingness) to impose national or 

international regulations on its ship-owners.
The ITF main objective and tireless efforts are directed to defeat the Flags’ 

of Convenience system. ITF Agreements fall into three main categories:
• Standard Agreement
• Total Crew Cost (TCC) Agreement. ITF has approved over 30 of these 

type of agreements. They may slightly differ (mainly due to the re-
quirements of their national legislation), but there are a few clauses 
that are mandatory in these agreements, such as the following: 
a) Total monthly crew cost, depending on a size of a vessel and posi-
tion at sea, must comprise the amounts from 13,200 USD to 33,600 
USD. 
b) Monthly wages for Able Seaman must be no less than 750 USD, 
while a Seaman 1st is no less than 1750 USD. Monthly wages consist 
of basic pay rate, overtime (not exceeding more than 103 hours dur-
ing a 40-hour work week and no more than 85 hours during a 44-
hour work week), paid leave, holidays etc.
c) Number of crew members, depending on a size of a vessel and posi-
tion at sea, must be from 9 to 23 persons.

• National Agreement. 
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Non-FOC or national flag ships may be covered by National Agreements, 
but these are a matter for the local union in the flag country.

Seafarers who encounter difficulties in getting paid on time, endure 
poor work conditions or need compensation as a result of their injury or 
mistreatment onboard, may contact the ITF in many different ways.

ITF Inspectors are union officials who help to solve problems arising 
onboard of flags of convenience ships and to inspect working and living 
conditions on these ships. They are official representatives of an ITF affili-
ated union in their country who spend all or part of their time conducting 
campaigns’ against Flags of convenience. ITF Inspectors’ can help with the 
following issues:

– Inspect Flags of convenience ships that are not covered by ITF ap-
proved Collective Agreements and act as a liaison between the ITF 
and a shipowner or a captain to facilitate the signing of such Agree-
ments.

– Collaborate with Dockers’ unions, if possible, to join in a mutual cam-
paign against Flags of Convenience ships which are not covered by 
ITF approved Agreements.

– Police ITF Agreements on board to ensure compliance.
– Provide support and guidance in cases where the crew wish to take 

legal or industrial action in getting their back pay.
– Provide advice and assistance to seafarers regarding their issues.
– Meet with crewmembers ashore.
– Provide advice and support to seafarers on strike or abandoned by a 

shipowner.
– Liaise with the Port State Control on safety matters.
– Act as a representative for the crew (power of attorney) in contractual 

disputes.
The ITF Seafarers’ department works closely with the ITF Inspectors 

to assist them to process issues that arise and provide them with advice 
and information regarding difficult matters. ITF Seafarers’ is a special 
department set up in accordance with the ITF Constitution. It functions 
both as an administrative office in organizing and conducting campaigns 
against Flags of Convenience and a trade union which unites seafarers 
who are not members of ITF affiliated unions for one reason or another. 
The ITF Seafarers’ department is made up of two groups: administrative 
and executive. ITF Agreements processes applications to issue ITF ap-
proved agreements (so called “ITF Blue Certificates”), the FOC campaign 
group oversees the work of the ITF Inspectors and provides advice and 
assistance regarding legal and industrial actions directed towards Flags 
of Convenience ships.

Main goals of the ITF’s FOC Campaign include:
• To eliminate the FOC system worldwide, and establish a regulatory 

framework for the shipping industry based on a genuine link between 
the flag a ship flies and the nationality or residence of its owners, 
managers, and seafarers.

• To effect the maximum amount of FOC ships to be covered with ITF 
approved collective bargaining agreements, using political, industri-
al and legal resources available within the International Transport 
Workers’ Federation.

• To protect and improve hiring and working conditions of all seafar-
ers, irrespective of their color, nationality, gender, race or religion, 
from unfair treatment and exploitation by their employers or those 
acting on their behalf.

• To strengthen the bond between the ITF and its affiliated unions in 
all of the organizational aspects to achieve a higher degree of solidar-
ity and commitment against the Flags of Convenience system.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION

The International Labour Organization (ILO) was created in 1919, as 
part of the Treaty of Versailles as an affiliated agency of the League of Na-
tions to reflect the belief that universal and lasting peace can be accom-
plished only if it is based on social justice. Government delegates, employ-
ers and union representatives came together in joint effort to establish 
standards for social justice and higher living. 

These standards covered key issues, including:
• Hours of work. 
• Unemployment. 
• Social security.
• Maternity protection. 
• Conditions of work for women and young persons.
In 1944, the International Labour Conference meeting in Philadel-

phia, USA, adopted the “Declaration of Philadelphia”, which further ar-
ticulated the aims and purpose of the Organization and is an annex to 
the ILO Constitution. The Declaration sets out the key principles for the 
ILO’s work after the end of World War II. These include that “labour is 
not a commodity” and that “all human beings, irrespective of race, creed 
or sex, have the right to pursue both their material well-being and their 
spiritual development in conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic 
security and equal opportunity“.
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In 1946, the ILO became the first specialized agency of the United Na-
tions (UN) dedicated to improving labour conditions and living standards 
throughout the world.

The ILO main objectives are the following:
• To promote tools and programs that will work globally to achieve im-

provement of living and working conditions, including opportunities 
for decent work and dignity of each human being.

• To create a set of international labour standards to be followed by 
national governments as a template of a decent living and working 
environment for all.

• To collaborate with governments all over the world to effectively im-
plement these standards.

• To research, educate and publish activities to help advance all of these 
efforts.

The principal organs of the ILO are the International Labour Confer-
ence, the Governing Body, and the International Labour Office headed by 
a Director General.

– The International Labour Conference or the General Conference holds 
one session a year in June in Geneva. It consists of national delegations of 
four delegates. Two represent the government, one represents the country’s 
employers, and one represents the country’s workers. Alternates and advis-
ers may be sent as  well. The Conference is a forum for discussion of annual 
reports, budget, decisions regarding ILO’s general policy, work program, in-
troduction and application of new conventions, and recommendations. The 
International Labour Conference is the supreme body of the International 
Labour Organization. According to its Constitution, all delegates are on an 
equal footing with government representatives, including rights to vote in 
all matters, pertaining to its policy-making, standard-setting and other.

– The Governing Body is the executive council of the ILO, which oversees 
the work of the International Bureau of labour, commissions, and commit-
tees. It has 28 members, representing various governments with 14 employ-
ers and 14 workers who are elected by the General Conference every three 
years in three separate election categories. The Government officers group 
elects 18 members of the Council by secret ballot voting. The other 10 of 
the government seats are permanently held by States of chief industrial im-
portance. The Employer and Worker members are elected in their individ-
ual capacity to form 14 Officers of Employers’ group and 14 Officers of the 
Workers’ group as part of the Governing Body. Vice chairs of the Council 
are elected at these sessions as well. 

The Governing Body members meet three times a year. They take deci-
sions on ILO policy, decide the agenda of the International Labour Con-

ference, adopt the draft Program if written for America but Programme is 
how it should be for England or Australia. 

– The International Labour Office is the permanent secretariat of the 
International Labour Organization.  It prepares ILO documents, gathers 
and distributes information, provides assistance to governments upon re-
quests, oversees ILO technical program cooperation, and conducts special 
researches. Languages, being used within the office are English  should 
be used within the office are English . The International Labour Office is 
located in Geneva, Switzerland. It has its branches in a number of capitals 
of the world, including Moscow. 

The International Labour Organization holds tripartite meetings and 
special training sessions on a regular basis to prepare a number of issues 
to be discussed and considered at the General Conference.

The Joint Maritime Commission is the only permanent bipartite stand-
ing body of the ILO.

The ILO is the only specialized agency of the United Nations where both 
workers’ and employers’ representatives have a right to vote. Thus, making 
this the only international forum where employees play an active role in 
the process of making decisions. 

The mission of the Joint Maritime Commission (JMC) is described in the 
special document, adopted in 1963 at the 154th session of the Governing 
Body. JMC is established by the Governing Body. Its functions include the 
following:

– Studies individual problems and questions that seafarers find of prac-
tical interest;

– Deals with issues in accordance with the decisions that have already 
been made by the ILO General Conference;

– Considers matters that have not been discussed at the ILO General 
Conference but present significant interest to the seafarers.

The Joint Maritime Commission is convened by the ILO Director Gener-
al according to the decision made by the Governing Body upon necessity. 
Meetings of the JMC are closed and not available to public access. Anyone 
wishing to attend one of such meetings must be approved by the JMC. 

The International Labour Organization carries out its activity in three 
particular areas: development of the conventions and recommendations 
on labour, providing technical assistance to the developing countries, edu-
cation and training on matters pertaining to the ILO’s mission. The devel-
opment of international labour standards at the ILO is a unique legislative 
process involving representatives of governments, workers, and employers 
from throughout the world. It is the most significant in the work of this 
organization.
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ILO Conventions become mandatory for ILO member states once they 
have been ratified. By ratifying the Convention, ILO member state be-
comes subject  to the ILO regular supervisory system, which is responsible 
for ensuring that the instrument is applied.

Standards are not mandatory and are not ratified. They do not carry legal 
responsibility for the ILO state member except for the ones identified in 
the “flexibility clauses”. The ILO does not hold a country legally respon-
sible to ratify its conventions. However, any country which decides to join 
the International Labour Organization will assume certain responsibili-
ties as its member state. The International labour standards are universal 
instruments adopted by the international community and reflecting com-
mon values and principles on work-related issues. While member States 
can choose whether or not to ratify any conventions, the ILO considers it 
important to keep track of developments in all countries, whether or not 
they have ratified them.

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) was founded in 1958 
as an Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organization. Its current 
name was adopted in 1982. The IMO is a specialized agency of the United 
Nations created to address technical issues of all kinds related to the ship-
ping industry. Since the day this organization was founded, the number of 
countries that joined it has significantly grown and today IMO has more 
than 130 members. Prior to its creation, there have been a few important 
maritime conventions already in place. Therefore, the purposes of the In-
ternational Maritime Organization are to promote and to keep up to date 
international treaties, pertaining to technical matters affecting shipping 
and  to encourage and facilitate the general adoption of an all encompass-
ing set of standards of conventions, codes, and recommendations which 
could be applied by all IMO state members. 

The IMO’s global approach is extremely important since the effective-
ness of its recommendations and standards is measured through the scope 
of their use and implementation. The fact that IMO’s main conventions 
have been adopted by countries with a gross tonnage of 97% of the world 
fleet shows the success of its mission. Two key duties of the IMO include 
improving the security and safety of international shipping and to keep 
the waterways clean by preventing marine pollution from ships. The In-
ternational Maritime Organization’s objectives can be best summed up by 
its slogan—”Safe, secure and efficient shipping on clean oceans.”

The Assembly is the highest Governing Body of the Organization which 
meets once in two years. Between sessions of the Assembly, the Council 
is responsible for supervising the work of the Organization. It consists of 
32 state member representatives elected by the Assembly. IMO’s technical 
work is carried out by a number of committees. The Maritime Safety Com-
mittee is the highest technical body of the Organization. It has several sub-
committees that address navigation safety, radio communication, search 
and rescue, training, watchkeeping, handling of dangerous cargoes, ship 
design and construction, fire safety and carriage of cargoes and containers. 
IMO is best known for its work on developing international maritime con-
ventions. It is now responsible for more than 50 international conventions 
and agreements and has adopted numerous protocols and amendments.
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Chapter 5

HISTORY OF THE FAR EASTERN 
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION 
OF SEAFARERS’ UNION OF RUSSIA

The first Congress of the Seafarers’ Union of Russia was held on Novem-
ber 3-4, 1994 in the village of Golitsyno, Moskovsky region. It was attended 
by 29 delegates from primary trade union organizations with a right to vote 
as delegates.

There were many international attendees present at the Congress: David 
Cockroft, ITF General Secretary, Erik Bratvold, Chairman of Norwegian trade 
union, Tore Gaystrum, Norwegian Maritime Officers Association, Heli Kark-
kainen, Executive board member of Swedish Seafarers’ Union, Denis Sirvje, Ex-
ecutive Board member of Swedish Seafarers’ Union, Neil Alioto, USA Director 
of the International Department of Inter-Continental Seafarers Union, Lauri 
Heinonnen, Secretary of Finnish Seafarers’ Union, Tapio Murminen, Vice-
Chair of Finnish Seafarers’ Union, I. Pavlov, Chairman of Latvian Seafarers’ 
Union of Merchant Fleet, N. Schekotin, Chairman of the Seafarers’ Union of 
Estonian Shipping Company, Sirotyuk V. M., Chairman of Russian  Union of 
Maritime Transport Workers, Starchenko G.G., Chairman of the Central Com-
mittee of Russian Union of Maritime Transport Workers, Grishin B.S., Chief 
Deputy of DMT, representatives of the mass media (weekly magazine “Mari-
time News” and newspaper “Business”), and the SUR Executive Council.

V. M. Shirochenkov was elected to be a Chairman of the Congress. V.I. 
Sharov was elected as a Secretary of the Congress.

The agenda included the organizational matters: report by the SUR Chair-
man V. Nekrasov, a report by the audit commission of SUR Council, the 
election of a new Chairman of the Seafarers’ Union of Russia. The members 
of Congress reviewed new edition to the Constitution of Seafarers’ Union of 
Russia, a statement regarding the audit commission of the Seafarers’ Union 
of Russia and relationships with the International Transport Workers’ Fed-
eration. The members of Congress elected Executive and Legal Councils of 
the Seafarers’ Union of Russia. 

The Congress elected Shirochenkov Vladimir Mikhailovich to be the 
Chairman of the Seafarers’ Union of Russia. He received 23 votes with 2 
“no” and 2 “abstained” votes. 

The members of Congress adopted the SUR Constitution that is entrusted 
the newly elected SUR Council to determine the amount of union dues to 

be paid by the primary seafarers’ union organizations towards the Coun-
cil’s budget, the elected audit commission is comprised of the following 
members: Berezinsky V.V., Seafarers’ Union of the Far Eastern Shipping 
Company, Eremeev L.M., Novorossijsk Seafarers’ Union, Zaleev A.V., Mos-
cow Seafarers’ Union, Krivenko K.V., Murmansk Seafarers’ Union, Shata-
lin A.N., Seafarers’ Union of the Baltic Shipping Company.

The Congress also elected the following Chairmen of Regional Organi-
zations of the Seafarers’ Union of Russia: Pavlov I.N. from the Arctic Re-
gional Organization, Bodnya A.M. from the Baltic Regional Organization, 
Sukhanov N.M. from the Far Eastern Regional Organization, Sharov V.I. 
from Moscow Regional Organization, Semyonov V.V. from the Black Sea 
Azov Regional Organization. Seafarers’ Union of the Far Eastern Shipping 
Company was given a status of Regional Organization and Abonosimov 
V.I. was named its Chairman.  

The SUR Council saw the election of 12 members: Shirochenkov V.M. 
as the SUR Chairman, Kantsiber V.D. as the SUR Chief Financial Inspec-
tor, Abonosimov V.I., Ageev A.E., Bodnya A.M., Mishkin G.A., Pavlov I.N., 
Semenov V.V., Sukhanov N.M., Sharov V.I.

The Congress approved an appeal to the President of the Russian Federa-
tion, Boris Yeltsin,  to reconsider the law on a seafarer’s passport, confirmed 
by the Statute of the Government of the Russian Federation, No. 146, dated 
February 24, 1994 to be in accordance with the ILO Convention, No. 108, 
“Seafarers’ Identity Documents”. Delegates of the Congress also approved 
an appeal to the federal agencies of the legislative and executive bodies of 
Russia to allow seafarers, working onboard of foreign flagged vessels, and 
being absent from a permanent place of home registration due to their pro-
fessional occupation for over 183 days in a calendar year to not pay taxes. 

The Far Eastern Regional Organization of Seafarers’ Union of Russia 
(DVRO SUR) was created as the result of the decision made by the SUR 
Congress in 1994. Nikolai Mikhailovich Sukhanov has been the Chairman 
of this organization since the day it was formed. Nikolai Mikhailovich was 
born in 1951. He started his work career at the Primorsk Shipping Com-
pany after he graduated from the Admiral Nevelskoy Far Eastern State 
Maritime Academy with the degree “Engineer-Navigator”. He began his 
career at sea as the third mate and worked up to the title of chief mate on 
foreign voyage vessels. Named as one of the best seafarer’s of the Primorsk 
Shipping Company, he was sent to work on board of an Iraqi ship as a chief 
mate in 1980. 

In 1982, Nikolay was elected as a vice-chairman of the Seafarers’ Union 
Committee of the Primorsk Shipping Company. In 1989 he was elected as 
a Chairman of the Seafarers’ Union Committee of the same company. 
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From the very creation of the Seafarers’ Union of Russia, in Novem-
ber 1991, Nikolay Sukhanov was elected in leadership roles, served as an 
Executive board member and as a member of the SUR Council.  He was 
elected to be a Chairman of the Far Eastern Regional Organization of the 
Seafarers’ Union of Russia in 1994 and continues to serve in that capacity 
to this day.

THE FAR EASTERN MARITIME LABOURERS HAVE 
RECEIVED OVER 22 MILLION OF US DOLLARS OF THEIR 
OUTSTATNDING WAGES

During the period of 1994 to 2020, the Far Eastern Maritime labourers 
have received over 22 million US dollars of their outstanding wages with 
the help of the Far Eastern Regional Organization of Seafarers’ Union of 
Russia (DVRO, SUR). 

In a FOC campaign for the rights of the seafarers to receive their back pay, 
law suits were filed by the DVRO, SUR to arrest over 70 vessels flying the 
flags of different countries with crews of Russian citizens onboard. During 
these campaigns, the Union representatives discovered many shipowners, 
especially those flying the flags of Cambodia, Panama, Belize, Georgia, Li-
beria and Mongolia, withholding wages from their crew members. Having 
inspected 500 vessels and holding 45 weeks of FOC-Campaigning from 
1994 to 2020, the warrants were issued by local authorities working with 
representatives of the Far Eastern Regional Organization, for shipowners 
to dispose of over 250 of their ships due to their old age (over 30 years old) 
and danger for the wellbeing and health of the crew members. Between 
these ships being disqualified and the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, 
over 50 shipping and crewing companies who worked with these ships and 
did not meet requirements of the new Convention went out of business. 

However, most of the outstanding wages were withheld by the Russian 
shipping companies. There were 30 ships arrested according to the law 
suits filed by the Far Eastern Regional Organization of Seafarers’ Union 
of Russia.

Recently, SUR has taken a new approach with the shipowners regarding 
outstanding wages for their crew members by negotiating with them first 

and leaving the detention of the ship to be the last resort. This resulted 
in a positive work relationship with the Norwegian shipping company 
“STOLT TANKERS B.V.”, which employs over 500 seafarers from the Far 
East of Russia.

OUTSTANDING WAGES THAT HAVE BEEN PAID TO THE 
SEAFARERS, INCLUDING COMPENSATION AMOUNTS, 
PAID TO THE FAMILY MEMBERS OF THE DECEASED 
SEAFARERS FOR THE PERIOD OF 1994 TO  2020 (9 month):

1. 1994-1996    $3,000,000.00 US Dollars
2. 1997-2001    $1,448,013.00 US Dollars
3. 2002-2006    $3,491,427.00 US Dollars
4. 2007    $43,200.00 US Dollars
5. 2008    $624,294.00 US Dollars
6. 2009    $1,958,662.00 US Dollars
7. 2010    $786,873.00 US Dollars
8. 2011    $826,727.00 US Dollars
9. 2012    $1,654,758.00 US Dollars
10. 2013    $1,118,683.00 US Dollars
11. 2014    $1,659,626.00 US Dollars
12. 2015    $1,360,090.00 US Dollars
13. 2016    $1,214,652.00 US Dollars
14. 2017    $901,750.00 US Dollars
15. 2018    $811,000.00 US Dollars  
16. 2019    $830,108.00 US Dollars
17. 2020 (9 month)      $500,000.00 US Dollars

Total amount: $22,230,000.00 (Twenty two million two hundred thirty 
thousand dollars)
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CONCLUSION

Having studied international legal documents, national and interna-
tional labour codes, work by Russian and foreign lawyers, and the flags 
of convenience system in particular, we have come to the following con-
clusions:

A flag of convenience ship is one that flies the flag of a country oth-
er than the country of ownership. The use of flags of convenience has 
reached a record high level with nearly half of the world’s merchant 
ships registered under FOCs. 

Seafarers, working on board of flags of convenience ships, are denied 
their basic human  rights and union membership due to the fact that FOC 
registries do not follow minimum social standards. To improve working 
conditions for the seafarers, there must be a genuine link between the 
real owner of the vessel and the flag the vessel flies.

In the “second” international register, ships are flying their national 
flags and follow the maritime law of their country which allows them to 
compete on the world freight market, including with flags of convenience 
ships, due to low taxes, and relaxed hiring standards. The “second” register 
practice has been highly successful in maintaining the shipping industry 
under their national flag and providing a greater protection of the rights 
of the seafarers and shipping companies.

The Maritime Labour Convention is an international document de-
signed to improve the standards of social protection, working conditions, 
pay, safety requirements, and the wellbeing of all seafarers of the mer-
chant fleet, no matter the flag of the ship they are working onboard. It is 
important to note that those ILO state members that ratify it undertake 
to give complete effect to its provisions to secure the right of seafarers to 
decent employment. 

It is necessary to evaluate the provisions of the Labour Code and laws of 
the Russian Federation in regard to its compliance with the adopted ILO 
Maritime Labour Convention. Furthermore, to study and compare labour 
standards and requirements in the Russian shipping industry in order to 
prepare to ratify the Convention and meet its requirements. 

This evaluation will require joint efforts from shipowners and trade 
union organizations. Having considered legal status of seafarers all over 
the world, the following steps need to be taken in order to improve the 
current situation:

1. To abolish the flags of convenience system.
2. To raise awareness of life essential services provided by the seafarers.

3. To request port authorities to restrict ships that do not meet minimum 
standards established by specialized UN agencies entering their ports.
4. To encourage decent shipowners and penalize those who do not fol-
low maritime laws. 
5. To fine companies which use substandard vessels to carry their cargo.
6. To man ships with crews in compliance with standards of interna-
tional conventions.
All in all, merchant seafarers play an important role in carrying supplies 
all over the world and are an essential part of successful globalization. 
Therefore, they should not remain victims of it. 
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